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REPORT from Mesars. LYELL and FARADAY to the Right honourable Sir JAMES 
GRAM" Bart., Secretary of State for the Home Depariment, on the subject 
of the Exmostox at the Hımmm COLLIESLIVir  and on the meana of preventing 
similar Accidents: 

To the Right honourable Sir James Graham, Bart., 8-.c. 

Sirs 	 London, 21 October 1844. 
IlaviNG, in our former letter, expm<sed our entire concurrence in the verdict of 

the jury, which exonerated the proprietors of the Haswell Colliery from any blame 
in connexion with the late fatal accident (September 28, 1844), we now proceeıl 
to consider how the recurrence of similar catastrophes may be obviated in future. 

The Haswell Collieries, where the explosion occurred, are situated about seven 
utiles esat of Durham, in that part of the Durhan coal field which is ~abi by 
the magnesian limestone, and about two miles within the outer limit or escarpment 
of that formation. In sinking the main shaft, which is 155 fathoms deep, they 
passed through, below the oUtset or artificisl elevation, first, 18 feet of soil, gravei, 
&c., tben 363 feet of limestone, red shale, and sandstone of the magnesian lime-
stone formation, and afterwards through 540 feet of the coal measures; the strata 
of both formations being so nearly horizontal, that they ınay b@considered as being 
kere in paralel or cenformable position. The accompanying section of the beds 
passed through in excavating the shaft, ıırill show that no less filan 10 seams of 
coal were met with, varying• in thickness from one inch to 3 feet inches ; and that 
at a depth of 925 feet from the surface, the coal called the Hutton seam was 
gained, which is 5 feet 5 inches thick, comprising, first, the top coal of supe-
rior quality, 4 feet 1 inch thick; secondly, layers of impure coal, 16 inches 
thicic, the upper portion of which, called the brassy cora, is much charl„red with 
pyrites, and the lowest pait, of better quality, is said to give out much more gas 
than the top coal. The dip of the beds is about 1 foot in 24 to the S.E.* 

In the Great Pit, which lies to the SAV. of the Little Pit, and is ventilated by 
the same shafts, a large dile of trap or greenstone was encountered, which had 
turned the coal into coke, with numerous veins of calcareous spar, for a distance 
of about 40 yards from the point of contact. Notwithstanding the intrusion of 
this igneous rock, the strata in general are remarkably undisturbed. In the Little 
Pit, which we exaınined carefully, onay two or three slips of a few inches, and one 
fault of two or three feet, appeared. The roof near the entrance shaft was of 
white sandstone, with occasional seams of mica, but throughout the greater part 
of the workings, which are about 250 acres in extent, the roof or ceiliag is com-
posed of shale, very unbroken and secure, and havi;,1* giren rise to extremely few 
accident% by falling in, in the course of the 13 years during which the pit has been 
opened. The chief danger to be guarded against, arises from what are termed 
"cauldron bottoms," which are the stools or lowest portions of erect fossil trees, 
filled with sandstone or shale, and having their bark converted into coal, which 
gives way when they are undermined, and allews the heavy cast of the interior of 
the trunk, several feet or yards in height, to descend suddenly. The Hutton seam 
rests on a sandy clay, which has not been found adapted for a fire clay. The floor 
composed of it does not often rise in creeps. 

It will be seen by the section, that several upper seams of good coal, the united 
tbickness of four of whicb is no less than 13 feet, have been left untouched, ih 
order that- the thicker and more valuable seam called the Hutton, should first be 

worked 

• As no part of the seetion obtained in sinking the shaft of the Haswell Pit was exposed to 
view at the time of our visit, excapt the lowest 10 or 12 feot, the division into coal measures and 
magnosian limestone, and of the latter int« upper magnesian and lower rod sandstone, with about 
20 feet of superfieial gravel and olay, has been inforred from the desetiption of the bede giyen in the 
miner's section. We have substituted geological ~es for the miner's terme, as far as we were abla 
to do 
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REPORT from Messrs. LYELL and FARADAY to the Right honourable Sir JAMES 

GRAHAM; Bart., Secretar}' of State for the Home Department, on the subject 
of the EXFLOSIOM at the HASWELL COLLIERIES, and on the means of prevmiting 
mmilar Accidents; 

To the Right honourable Sir James Graham, Bart., &c. Ac. &c. 

Sir, London, 21 October 1844. 
HAVING, in our former letter, expressed our entire concurrence in the verdict of 

the jury, vrhich ex(«erated the proprietors of the Haswell Colliery from any blame 
in connexion with the late fiital accident (September 28,1844), we now proceed 
to conrider how the recurrence of rimilar catastrophes may be obviated in ^ture. 

The Haswell Collieries, wh^ the explosion occurred, are situated about sev«i 
milAg emst of Duiham, in that part of the Durham coal field which is ov^lald by 
the wfgtwvMn and about two miles within the outer limit or escai^ent 
of that formatiim. In rinlring the miun riiaft, whidi is 155 fathoms deep, they 
passed through, below the ohtset or arfifidal elevation, first, 18 feet of soil, graved, 
Ac., then 363 feet of limestone, red shale, and sandstone of the magnerian lime- 
stone fmmation, and afterwards through 540 feet of the coal measures; the strata 
of both formations being so nearly horizontal, that they may b#^nside^ as bring 
here in parallel or conformable position. Ihe accompanying section of the beds 
passed through in excavating the shaft, will show that no less than 10 seams of 
coal were met with, var^dng in thickness from one inch to 3 feet 7 inches; and that 
at a depth of 925 feet from the surface, the coal called the Hutton seam was 
guned, which is 5 feet 5 inches thick, compriang, first, the top coal of supe- ^ 
riw quality, 4 feet 1 inch thick; secondly, layers of impure coal, 16 inches 
thick, the upper portion of which, called the bia^ coal, is much charged with 
pyrites, and the lowest part, of better quality, is smd to pve out much more gas 
than the top coal. The dip of the beds is about 1 foot in 24 to the S.E.* 

In the Great Pit, which lies to the S.W. of the Little Pit, and is ventilated by 
the same sliafts, a large dike of trap or greenstone was encountered, which had 
turned the coal into coke, with numerous veins of calcareous spar, for a distance 
of about 40 yards from the point of contact. Notwithstanding the intrusion of 
this igneous rock, the strata in general are remarkably undisturbed. In the Little 
Pit, which we examined carefully, only two or three slips of a few inches, and one 
fault of two or three feet, appeared. The roof near the entrance shaft was of 
white sandstone, with occarioiial seams of mica, but throughout the greater part 
of the workings, which are about 250 acres in extent, the roof or ceiling is com- 
posed of shale, very unbroken and secure, and having given rise to extremely few 
accidents, by felling in, in the course of the 13 years during which the pit has been 
opened. The chief danger to be guarded against, arises from what are termed 
"cauldron bottoms,” which are the stools or lowest portions of erect fossil trees, 
filled with sandstone or shale, and having their bark converted into coal, which 
gives way when they are undermined, and allows the heavy cast of the interior of 
the trunk, several feet or yards in height, to descend suddenly. The Hutton seam 
rests on a sandy clay, which has not Wn found adapted for a lire clay. The floor 
composed of it does not often rise in creeps. 

It will be seen by the section, that several upper seams of good coal, the united 
thickness of four of which is no less than 13 feet, have been left untouched, ih 
order that the thicker and more valuable seam called the Hutton, should first be 

worked 

* As no part of the section obtained in sinking tbo shaft of the Haswell Pit was exposed to 
riew at the time of our visit, except tho lowest 10 or 13 feot, the division into cool measures and 
magnesian limestone, and of the latter into upper roa^sian and lower rod sandstone, with about 
20 foot of superficial gravel and clay, has been inferred from the desciiption of the beds given in the 
minor’s section. We have substituted gcologicsl names for the miner’s terras, as far as we were able 
to do .<0. 
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4 	REPOR't OF IVIESSRS. LYELL AND FARADAY ON 

worked out. In adopting this plan, tlıe proprietors have been guided by consider-
ations of present profit, which the cornpetition of other neiglıbouring coal works 
renders indispensable. Nevertheless, it xna,y not be improper for us to advert to 
two evils which result from tl& system. 

First,—The upper seams which are undermined on the extraction of an inferior 
bed of coal, sink down, often unequally, from failure of support, and become frac-
tured, and therefore muclı  more liable to give out gas, which gas (it is well known 
by experience) has sometimes found its way into the workings far below, as attested 
by Mr. Buddle in his evidence giyen to the Committee of the House of Commons 
in 1835 ; by which soıne of the most serious accidents from fire-damp have been 
occasioned. The greater the number, and the larger the size of the upper seams, 
and the nearer they lie to the seam which is worked at a lower level, the greater 
the risk of such communication by fissures. 

Secondly,—The higher beds of coal, which might have been worked to advanta.ge 
before they vere undermined, and when the expense of a shaft had been already 
incurred, may never be available after the ıvorkings have been for many years 
abandoned, and the shaft partially filled up, and after the coal has been injured by 
the continued permeation of water and gas through its fissures, whereby property 

great value mav be irrecoverably lost to the country. With a view to prevent 
this prospective evil in the mines belonging to the Duchy of Contwall in Somerset-
shire, it has reeently been proposed to make provisions in the new leases to secure 
the more regular extraction of all the workable seams which, exchısive of the great 
seam, range from 14 inches to two feet in thiekness, the whole of them being less 
considerable than five of the seams neglected in sinking tlıe Hasıvell shaft. 

Before going into a particular consideration of tlıe causes of the late accident 
at Haswell, and th

- 
i possible means of preventing the recurrence of the ilke in 

future, we Ziish to point out the fact well known to the viewers in this district, 
that the pits on the north side of the Wear, in which the Hutton seam is worked, 
are nıore iııfested with fire-damp than those on the south side of that river. If, 
therefore, at Haswell Colliery, situated among the 'atter, the danger has proved 
to be so great, stili more necessary will it be to endeavour to take additional 
precautions elsewhere. 

There can be no doubt that, as regards the safety of the Inen in coal nıiııes from 
injury consequent upon fire-damps, ventilatioı  is of the utmost importanee; but 
there is a practical limit beyond which it eannat be carried, for in works deep and 
extensive, as the coal nıines often are. to dig shaft after shaft would quickly 
involve an expense more tlıan tlıe value of the produce of the mine, and have the 
effect of closing it altogcther. There k one point in ventilation, however, which, 
at the same time that it appears to us eapable of improvement, touclıes a part of 
the mine of the utmost consequence 4.o the safety of the whole; and though our 
ıbservations and thoughts 	founded upon long experience, or the examina- 
tion personally, nf many mines, 	considering that the one we have so recently 
been called to observe is as simple in tlıe character of its workings, contains as 
small a proportion of fire-damp, and is as well ventilated as any in that part of 
England, surpassing in these respects most of the mines, we do not think that 
they will be exaggerated in respect of, or less applicable to other casus. We 
allude to tlıe ventilation and general characterof tim goaf. 

The goaf is a mass of ruins in the ıniddle of tlıe works, growing from day to 
day, as the workings of tlıe mine extend. The miner, as he works in the undis-
turbed coal (which is called the wItole) removes it, so as to form passages which 
are usually parallel to, and at right angles with each other; the square portions 
of coal left between them are called 	tlıe passages or ways are, upon the 
average, about five yards wide, and the pillars are about 16 yards by 22 yards ; 
the pillars, whilst tlıey-  remain, support the roof and the superincumbent rocks 
and strata ; this part of tlıe works is called the broken. 

Afterwards the coal of the pillars has to be reınoved, and as it is carried o% the 
roof so exposed is supported by many wooden rrops ; this state of tlıings consti-
tutes a jud : at last these props are withdrawn, and tlıis is called drawing a jud; 
dııring tır after which tlıe roof falls in masses, larger or smaller accerding to 
circumstances, ıt fail being sometimes many tons in weight The pillars are 
not removed indifferently, but tiıose next the mass of ruins alread;- formed are 
taken away first, so that tlı e first jud which is drawn produces a hem of broken 
strata, and this increasing Nvith every succeeding jud that is removed, forms the 
goaf. 

These 
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worked out. In adopting this plan, the proprietors have been guided by consider- 
ations of present profit, which tlie competition of otlier neighbouring coal works 
renders indispensable. Nevertheless, it jiiay not be improper for us to advert to 
two evils which result from this system. 

First,—^The upper seams which are undermined on the extraction of an inferior 
bed of coal, sink down, often unequally, from failure of support, and become fme- 
tured, and therefore much more liable to give out gas, which gas (it is well known 
by experience) has sometimes found its way into the workings far below, as attested 
by Mr. Buddie in his evidence given to the Committee of the House of Commons 
in 1835; by which some of the most serious accidents from fire-damp have been 
occasioned. The greater the number, and the larger the size of the upper seams, 
and the nearer they lie to the seam which is worked at a lower level, the greater 
the risk of such communication by fissures. 

Secondly,—The higher beds of coal, Avhich might have been worked to advanta^ 
before they were undermined, and when the expense of a shaft had been already 
incurred, may never be available after tlie workings have been for many years 
abandoned, and the shaft partially filled up, and after the coal has been injured by 
the continued permeation of water and gas through its fissures, whereby property 
of great value may be irrecoverably lost to the countrj*- W-ith a view to prevent 
this prospective evil in the mines belonging to the Duchy of Cornwall in Somerset- 
shire, it has recently been proposed to make previsions in the new leases to secure 
the more regular extraction of all the workable seams which, exclusive of the great 
seam, range from 14 inches to two feet in thickness, the whole of them being less 
considerable than five of the seams neglected in rinking tlie Haswell shaft. 

Before going into a particular consideration of the causes of the late accident 
at Haswell, and tl^ possible means of ]>reventing the recurrence of tlie like in 
future, we wish to point out the fact well known to the viewers in this district, 
that the pits on the north side of the Wear, in which the Hutton seam is worked, 
are more infested with fire-damp than those on the south side of that river. If, 
therefore, at Haswell Colliery, situated among the latter, the danger has proved 
to be so great, still more necessary will it be to endeavour to take additional 
precautions elsewlicro. 

There can be no doubt that, as regards the safety of the men in coal mines from 
injui}* consequent upon fire-damps, ventilatioi is of the utmost importance; but 
there is a practical limit beyond which it cannot be carried, for in works deep and 
extensive^ as the coal mines often are. to dig shaft after shaft would quickly 
involve an expense more than the value of the produce of the min(^ and have the 
effect of closing it altogether. There is one point in ventilation, however, which, 
at the same time that it ajjpears to us capable of improvement, touches a part of 
the mine of the utmost consequence to the safety of the whole; and though our 
-observations and thoughts arc «ot founded upon long experience, or the examina- 
tion personally, of many mines, yet considering that the one we have so recently 
been called to observe is as simjde in the character of its workings, coii tains as 
small a proportion of fire-damp, and as well ventilated as an}- in that part of 
England, surpassing in these respects most of the mines, we do not think that 
they wll be exaggerated in respect of, or less applicable to other cases. We 
allude to the ventilation and general characcer’of the goaf. 

The goaf is a mass of ruins in the middle of the works, growing from day to 
day, as the workings of the mine extend. The miner, as he works in tlio undis- 
turbed coal (which is called the whole) removes it, so as to form passage'^ which 
are usually parallel to, and at right angles with each other; the square j^ortions 
of coal left between them are called vUlars; the passages or ways are, upon the 
average, about five yards wide, and the pillars arc about 16 yards by 22 yards; 
the pillars, whilst they remain, support the roof and the superincumbent rocks 
and strata ; this part of the works is called the broken. 

Afterwards the coal of the pillars has to be removed, and as it is carried oflj the 
roof so exposed is supported by many wooden rroj)s; this state of things consti- 
tutes a at last these props are withdrawn, and this is called drazoing a jtul; 
(luring or after u’hicli tlic roof falls in masses, larger or smaller according to 
circumstances, a fall being sometimes many tons in weight The pillars are 
not removed indifferently, but those next the mass of ruins already fonned arc 
taken away first, so that tlie first jud which is drawn produces a hca| of broken 
strata, and tlii.s increasing with every succeeding jud that is renioved, forms (he 
goaf. 

These 
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THE EXPLOSION AT TUE HASWELL COLUERIES. 	5 

These goafs grow to a great size.* Tlıere are tlı ree in the Ilaswell Little Pit ; 
two are small as yet ; tlıe largest has an exteiit of 13 acres. At the edges they 
are very loose and open, having aceidental cavities and passages for air running 
into them, as might be expected from the falling 	roeks 	from a heiglıt of five 
feet one upon another. There is every reason to believe, tlıat the fiılling goes on 
towards the ırtiddle of tlıe goaf; but how high the lıeap of broken strata and the 
Yatık inclosing it extend, is not known in a largu goaf, or, as far as 've are aware, 
even in a sinan one. The goaf may be considered as a heap of rocky frag,ments 
rising up into the vault or cavity from which it has fallen, perhaps nearly compact 
in the' parts which are the olılc-st, lowest and nearest the ıniddle, but open in 
structure towards and near its surface, whether at tlıe centre of the goaf or at 
the edges; and tlıe vault or concavity of the goaf "'tay be considered as an inverted 
basin, having its edge coincident with the roof of the mine, all ro-,nd the goaf. 
M'ithin this basin there must be air-space (as tong as the surface of the country 
above has not sunk), either in the space between it and tlıe goaf, or in the cavities 
of the goaf itself, nearly equal to the bulk of coal removed ; tlıis in a goaf of 13 
aeres, and a seam in which 5 feet of coal, including, the top and bottom, are taken 
away, is equal to a vault 	feet higb. and 13 acres in extent. 

Let us now consider this goaf as a receptacle for gas or fire-damp, a eompound 
of hydrogen and carbon, known as light hvdro-carbonate. and by otlıer names. 
Tlıe weight of pure fire-damp is little more than half that of air ; it gradually and 
spontaneously mixes with air, and the weight of an: mixture is proportionate to 

quantities of air and fire-damp. Any gas that ın-ay be evolved in the goaf, or 
that may gradually creep into it along-, the roof of the workings., against which it 
will naturally flow, will ascend into the goaf vault, and will find its place Iıigher, 
in proportion to its freedom froın air; and this will go on contin,ually, the goaf 
vault forming the natural basit' into which alI gas will drainupwards), from parts 
inelining to tlıe ,goaf, just a concavity on the side of a gentle hill will receive 
water draining- downwards from its sides, and from tlıe parts above inclining 
towards it. 

Tlıe gas Which ıııay tlıus be expected to collect in tlıe goaf of a mine, wlıere 
there is any fire-damp at all, cantıot escape at the - top of the g,oaf vault; instead 
of passitıg away there, the whole sur-nice of tlıe vault nıay rather be viewed as 
having a tendcncy, more or less, to evoke gas from the upper broken and bruised 
coal measures (often containing small seams not worked) into the space beneath ; 
and the only eseape for tlıe gas is by tlıe flowing of it under the edge of the goaf 
vault into the workings of tlıe mine. Two ıııaiıı  circurnstances tend to this 
effect: the one, the continued accumulation of cas in tlıe upper part of the goaf 
vault ; the otlıer, tlıe continual tendency to mix-witlı  the air beneath, and conse-
quent formation af mixtures larger and heavier tlaın tlıe gas itself. As Sir 
Humphrey Davy has stated, any mixture eontaining from one-fiftlı  to one-six-
teenth of tlıe gas, will explode. These mixtures are, of eourse, from sit to 
seventeen times greater in volume tlıan tlıe fire-damp in tlıelıı , and evidently not 
much liglıter tlıan air (0.91 and 0.96). Except, therefore, in tlıe almost 
impossible case of a goaf quite filled with fire-damp, it irili be tlıese or 
weaker ınixtures that underflow tlıe edge of tlıe vault, unless upon extraordi-
nary occasions. 

The underflow will not tak.e place all round the edge of tlıe goaf basin, but at 
that point which is highest ; for just as water takes its level in a. pond un the side 
of a hill, and flows over tlıe lower edge, so lere. air strata of equal density will be 
horizontal. Coal seams are rarely quite lıorizontal ; in tlıe Little Haswell 
the rise is about I in 24, and tlıe coal very regular. At the lower edge of such 
a goaf, notlıing but pure air might be present in the air-space, aml also for a con-
siderable distance up into the vault ; yet at tlıe upper edge, a mixture of gas and 
air, and even a 	explosive mixture, might be escaping. 

Thus goafs are evidently, in ınines subject more or less to fire-damp, reservoirs 
of the gas and explosive mixtures ; giving out their gas into the workings of the 
mines by a gradual underflow, in smaller or larger quantities under ordinary cir- 

cuınstances, 

Goafs vary in size. That nt the Mcndows Flat Littlo Pit is 13 acres; the goaf of the High 
Brockley Whin is i q. nem; and the one at the Low Brocklcy Whin 14 ncre. In the North Vay 
of the Littlo Pit, at llasweil, there is a goaf of 35 acres, and in the Engine, or Grent Pit, onu of 17 
acres. Perlınps the greatest goaf is that tit Fc11inT, noar Noweastle-iı pon-Tyne ; it is in tlıe same 
scanı  as tlıc Iltısıvell, and has an extent of upwzrds of 100 acres. 
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These goafs giw to a great size.* There are three in the Ilaswell Little Pit; 
two arc small as yet; the largest has an extent of 13 acres. At the edges they 
are very loose and open, having accidental cavities and passages for air running 
into them, as might be expected from the falling of rocks from a height of five 
feet one upon airotlier. There is every reason to believe, that the falling goes on 
towards the middle of the goaf; but how high the heap of broken strata and the 
vault inclosing it extend, is not known in a large goaf, or, ;is far as we arc aware, 
even in a small one. The goaf may be considered as a heaj) of rocky fragments 
rising up into the vault or cavity from which it has lallen, perhaps nearly compact 
in the* p:irts which are the oldc-st, lowest and nearest the middle, but open in 
structure towaixls and near its surface, whether at the centre of the goaf or at 
the edges; and the vault or concavity of the goaf may be considered as an inverted 
basin, having its edge coincident with the roof of the mine, all ro”’nd the goaf. 
Within tins basin there must be air-space (as long as the surface of the country 
above has not sunk), either in the space between it and the goaf, or in the cavities 
of the goaf itselfj nearly equal to the bulk of coal removed; this in a goaf of 13 
acres, and a scam in which 5i feet of coal, including the top and bottom, are taken 
away, is equal to a vault feet high and 13 acres in extent. 

Let us now consider this goaf as a receptacle for gas or fire-damp, a compound 
of hydrogen and carbon, known as light hydro-carbonate, and by other names- 
The weight of pure fire-damp is little more than half that of air; it gradually and 
spontaneously nnxes witli air, and the weight of any mixture is proportionate to 
the quantities of air and fire-damp. Any gas that may be evolved in the goaf, or 
that may gradually creep into it along the roof of the workings, against which it 
will naturally flow, will ascend into the goaf vault, and will find its place higher, 
in proportion to its free<Ioin from air; and this will go on continually, the goaf 
vault forming the natural basin into which all gas will drain^upwards), from parts 
inclining to the goafj just as a concavity 011 the side of a gentle hill will receive 
water dniiniug downwards from its sides, Jind irom the parts above inclining 
towards it. 

The gas vdiich may thus be expected to collect in the goaf of a mine, where 
there is any fire-damp at all, cannot escape at the top of the goaf vault; instead 
of passing away there, the whole surfiicc of the vault may rather be viewed as 
Laving a tendency, more or less, to evohe g;is from the upper broken and bruised 
coal measures (often containing small seams not worked) into the space beneath; 
and the only escape for the gas is by the flowing of it under the edge of the goaf 
vault into the workings of the mine. Two main circumstances tend to this 
effect: the one, the continued accumulation of g;is in the upper part of the goaf 
vault; the other, the continual tendency to mix with the air beneath, and conse- 
quent formation of mixtures larger and heavier than the gas itself. As Sir 
Humphrey Davy has stated, any mixture containing from one-fifth to one-six- 
teenth of the gas, will explode. Tliese mixtures are, of course, from six to 
seventeen times greater in volume than the fire-damp in them, and evidently not 
much lighter than air (0.91 and 0.96). Except, therefore, in the almost 
impossible case of a goaf quite filled with fire-damp, it will be these or 
weaker mixtures tliat underflow the edge of the vault, unless upon extraordi- 
nary occa-sions. 

The underflow will not take place all round the edge of the goaf basin, but at 
that point which is highest; for just as water takes its level in a pond on the side 
of a hill, and flows over the lower edge, so here, air strata of equal density will be 
horizontal. Coal scams arc rarely quite horizontal; in the Little Haswell Pit, 
the rise is about 1 in 24, and the coal very regular. At tlie lower edge of such 
a goaf, nothing but pure air might be present in the air-space, and also for a con- 
siderable distance up into the vault; yet at the upper edge, a mixture of gas and 
air, and even a highly explosive mixture, might be escaping. 

Thus goafs are evidently, in mines subject more or less to fire-damp, reservoirs 
of the gas and explosive mixtures; giving out their gas into the workings of the 
mines by a gradual underflow, in .smaller or larger (quantities under ordinary cir- 

cumstances, 

* Gonfs vary in t>izc. That at (he Meadows Flat Little Pit is 13 acres; the goaf of (ho High 
Brocklcy Whin is aero; and the one at the Low Brockloy Whin 1.J acre. In the North Way 
of the Little Pit, at Haswell, there is a goaf of .35 acres, and in the Engine, or Great Pit, one of 17 
acres. Perhaps (he greatest goaf is that at Polling, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; it is in the same 
scum as the Maswcll, and has an c.xlcnt of up.ward.s of 100 acres. 
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cumstances, or suddenly, and in great proportion on extraordinary occasions ; and 
they may either supply that explosive mixture which first takes tire, as appears to 
have been the case at the spot called Willianıson's jud, elose to the goaf of the 
Ikleadows working of the Haswell Little Pit; or they may add their magazin() of 
fire4laıniı  and explosive mixtures, to increase the conflagration when the fire 
reaches them from an explosion in some other part of the mine. This appears to 
lıave been the case at the goaf of tlıe Higlı  Brockley Whins working, on the 
occurrence of the Haswell event. 

We are bound from alt the evidence, and from our ozon personel examination, to 
state, on the part of the owners and officers of the Haswell Colliery, that as far as 
the prhıciples of ventilation in coal mines have been developed and applied, and 
in conıparison with the general practice of the trade, the Little Pit appears to 
have been most admirablv ventilated. No expense seenıs to have been spared in the 
first setting out of the ıiorks, or in carrying them through, or in the daily arrange-
ments under ground; and this care was further favoured by the natural circumstances 
of the mine, the seam of coal being very regular, having a strong shale roof or 
ceiling, and with scarcely any fault. The -ruble has tlıe character of being one of 
the best ventilated in the whole trade, a circumstance which, tlıouglı  it leads us in 

-the fullest degree to exonerate the owners and officers from ait Mame in reference 
to the Iate terrible event, makes us more anxious, if possible, to discover its cense, 
and suggest some practical guard against its recurrence in future. With this 
intention, and without going into the ventilation generally, we will state our 
view of its eirect at the goaf. A great body of air, equal to 25,400 cubic feet per 
nıinute, is sent into the Little Pit, and a third part of that goes to eaelt of the 
tlıree workings. Tlıis is directed, aecording to the judgment of the viewer, to 
various parts; -the rıVn portion to where the men are at work, and certain por-
tEons to the 'waste and the goaf. In .the main passag,es, as the Rolley way, 
Motlıergate, 	the 	is so strong, that it is almost impossible to keep a 
candle lightecl ; but where the works expand, it becomes slower, and the speed is 
least in the waste and the goaf. As a matter of observation, we found the speed 
small at the goaf, though fızli care had been taken by stoppings, &c., to make the 
current good and strong in the workings near it, L e. in the upper boards. If it 
be considered that the goaf is about 13 acres in extent, and that with the sur-
rounding workings it can hardly be lens than 26 or 30 acres, the diminution in 
speed of the current of air there can easily be understood. 

The air whieh flows into a mine will generally tend to move along the floor ; 
for it is colder, and therefore denser filan the air against the ceiling, wa.rmed as it 
is by the men and the lamps, and it is heavier tlıan any mixture of air and fire-
damp. Where the inen are at work, this tendency is guarded against by the force 
of the current sent in, which sveeps the air aiready there before it ; but in the 
goaf, near which the current is ?Joe, where the roof is a large concavity, where 
the gas, if present, is likely to be present in greater quantities, and so to make a 
mixed atnıosphere, which is lighter than that in the working parts of the mine, 
tlıere the current probably never ascends to any height, but takes its way slug-
gishly through the lower parts of the goaf, or moves round the outside of it. 
We think it probable, that the current does not rise much above tlıe level of the 
highest point in the edge of the goaf basin, and that the top of the goaf is 
seldom, if ever, reached by it in any sensible degree. 

We have thus far considered the goaf as if in sometaing like a constant state ; 
but there are occasions of sudden and limited disturbance, whiclı  afFect the 
atınosphere of, gas within and about it. The evidence at the inquest states, that 
a rumbiing was lıeard on the morning of the accident within the goaf, and this 
was probably a fail somewhere from its roof. Such falls tend to mix the Iighter 
and lıeavier strata of gas and air, and so virtually cause the gas to descend. 
Again, if the atmosphere four or five feet up in the goaf be an explosive mixture, 
and a fail of this kind teke place there or near it, such an event is very likely to 
tbrow out a portion of explosive mixture into the workings of the 'nine, not 
tnerely by tlıe agitation, but also by the mixture of upper with lower strata of 
air, niaking the lower explosive. 

One cannot but suppose that another source of sudden and partial evolution of 
gas or explosive mixture from the goaf may be the fail of upper parts of its 
roofs, and the crushing of the rocks tlıere, by which gas pont up into the seams 
of coal above, and the strata associated with theın, has passages opened for its 
escape iııto the goaf. It' a bag of gas (as it is called) were thus opened into the 

goaf, 
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cumstanco<5, or suddenly, and in great proportion on extraordinary occasions; an<l 
they may citlicr supply that explosive mixture which first takes lire, as ap|)cars to 
have been the case at the sj)ot called Williamson’s jud, close to the goaf of the 
Mcjulows working of the Haswell Little Pit; or they may add their magazine of 
fire-damp and explosive mixtures, to increase the conflagration when the fire 
reaches them from an explosion in some other part of the mine. This appears to 
have been the case at the goaf of the High Brockley Whins working, on the 
occurrence of tlie Haswell event. 

We are bound from all the evidence, and from our own personal examination, to 
state, on the part of the owners and officers of the Haswell Colliery, that as far as 
the principles of ventilation in coal mines have been develo])ed and applied, and 
in comparison Avith the general ]>ractice of the trade, the Little Pit a]>pears to 
have been most admirably ventilated. No expense seems to have been sj)ared in the 
first setting out of the works, or in carrying them through, or in tlie daily arrange- 
ments underground; and this care vvas further favoured by the natural circumstances 
of the mine, the seam of coal being very regular, having a strong shale roof or 
ceiling, and with scarcely any fault. The mine has the character of being one of 
the best ventilated in the whole trade, a circumstance wliicli, though it leads us in 
the fullest degree to exonerate the owners and officers from all blame in reference 
to the late terrible event, makes ns more anxious, if possible, to discover its cause, 
and suggest some practical guard against its recurrence in future. With this 
intention, and without going into the ventilation generally, we will state our 
view of its effect at the goaf. A great body of air, equal to 25,400 cubic feet per 
minute, is sent into tlie Little Pit, and a third part of that goes to each of the 
three Avorkiugs. This is directed, according to the judgment of the vioAver, to 
A'arious parts; the ni^in portion to Avherc the men are at Avork, and certain por- 
tions to the Avaste and the goaf. In‘the main passages, as the Rolley Avay, 
Mothergatc, &c-, tlie A\ind is so strong, that it is almost impossible to kce]> a 
candle lighted; but where the Avorks expand, it becomes sloAver, and the speed is 
least in the waste and the goaf. As a matter of observation, Ave found the speed 
small at the goaf, though full care had been taken by stoppings, &c., to make the 
current good and strong in the Avorkings near it, i. e. in the upj»cr boards. If it 
be considered that the goaf is about 13 acres in extent, and that Avith the sur- 
rounding workings it can hardly be less than 26 or 30 acres, the diminution in 
speed of the current of air there can easily be understood. 

Tlie air Avhicli floAvs into a mine Avill generally tend to move along the floor; 
for it is colder, and therefore denser than the air against the ceiling, Avarmed as it 
is by the men and tlie lamps, and it is licaAier than any mixture of air and fire- 
damp. Where tlic men are at Avork, this tendency is guarded against by the force 
of the current sent in, Avliicli SAveeps the air already there before it; but in the 
goaf, near Avhich the current is slow, where the roof is a large concaAity, Avhere 
the gas, if present, is likely to be present in greater quantities, and so to make a 
mixed atmosphere, Avhich is lighter than that in the Avorking parts of the mine, 
there the current probably never ascends to any height, but takes its way slug- 
^shly through the loAver parts of the goaf, or moves round the outside of it. 
We think it probable, that the current docs not rise much aboA'e the level of the 
highest point in the edge of the goaf basin, and that the top of the goaf is 
seldom, if CA-er, reached by it in any sensible degree. 

We have thus far considered the goaf as if in something like a constant state; 
but there are occasions of sudden and limited disturbance, AAdiich affect the 
atmoSj)here of gas within and about it. The evidence at the inquest states, that 
a rumbling Avas heard on the morning of the .accident Avithin the goaf, and this 
was probably a fall somewhere from its roof. Such foils tend to mix the lighter 
and heavier strata of gas and air, and so virtually cause the gas to descend. 
Again, if the atmosphere four or five feet up in the goaf be an explosive mixture, 
and a fall of this kind take place there or near it, such an event is very likely to 
tlnow out a portion of explosive mixture into the Avorkings of the mine, not 
merely by the agitation, but also by the mixture of upper Avith lower strata of 
air, making the lower explosive. 

One cannot but suppose that another source of sudden and partial evolution of 
gas or explosive mixture from the goaf may be the fall of upper parts of its 
roofs, and the crushing of the rocks tliore, by Avhich gas pent up into the seams 
of coal above, and the strata associated Avith them, has passages opened for its 
escape iJito the goaf. If a bug of gas (as it is called) Avero thus opened into the 
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goaf, it would rapidly increase the quantity of gas in it, and miglıt soon cause 
explosive mixtures, or the gas, almost pare, to underflow tlıe edge of the concavity 
into tlıe mine. 

If the goaf cavity were full of gas or explosive mixture to the higlıest 
edge level, the mechanical fail of the roof, in drawina- a jud close to that edge, 
would, by mere agitation, drive some portion of the gas or mixture iııto tlıe 
working,s of the mine. 

When a jud is drawn, and the roof has fallen in, the fail becomes part of the 
goaf, and the cavity left by it becomes a part of tlıe goaf basin, the edge of the 
basin extendiın,  to, and inclosing the new fail. If this take place at the higlıest 
point of the basin, it suddenly opens a passa<re into the mine for a great quantity 
of air and gas, which before, by its relative levity to the air, was retained in the 
goaf basin. Thus, assuming a g,oaf of 13 acres, in a coal seam iııclined 1 in 24, 
and that a fail of six feet in extent takes place in tlıe roof at tlıe highest edge of 
the goaf, it would heighten the edge at that spot three inches; and if the 
goaf were full to the edge, either with fire-damp or explosive mixture, tlıese 
would flow out more or less rapidly into the workings of the mine, until a hori-
zontal stratum of three inches in thickness had tlıus escaped. Even if tlıe roof 
of the goaf rose very slowly, making ati exceedingly flat doıne, this stratum 
would extend to four-fiftlıs or more of the horizontal area of the goaf; and 
assuming that the greater part of this space is occupied, not by gas, but by tlıe 
solid materials of the goaf, and that only a band round tlıe goaf could be con-
sidered as air-space, stili, from what eve saw of the goafs at tlıe Baswell Little 
Pit, this would be from four to six feet in horizontal extent; so tlıat a mass of 
explosive atınosphere or fire-damp might escape equal to a band about 3,000 feet 
long, by five feet wide, and three inches deep, making about 3,750 cubic feet. 
It is not likely that this would escape all at once; but tlıe tentlı, the twentietlı, or 
the fiftieth part, or eren the hundredth part, would be enough to take fire at an 
injured lamp, and to communicate fire to the whole, tlıouglı  the whole condition 
between safety and dang,er up to that moment ınay have depended upon three 
inches of the roof. 

The above is no hypothetie,a1 case, but must occasionally, and as to tlıe evolu-
tion of gas, frequently occur. If tlıere be gas in the mine, it is expected at the 
goaf; gas does come from the goaf. Ali working at the goaf, except with safety-
lamps, is forbidden: the seams in mines are usjily more or less inclined ; and 
this mine at Haswell, where «as has come from the goaf, is very free from gas, 
and well ventilated as compareçl .with other pits. 

There is one other point connected with wlıat nıay be called the action of the 
goaf, and the occasional sudden and temporary discharge of gas from it. One of 
the witnesses on the inquest, 111r. G. Hunter, pointed out the elrect he had 
observed in the mine, on a change in the barometer ; that as tlıe barometer fell, 
fire-damp would tend to appear, and that it did tlıis tlıe more suddenly and 
abundantly, if the barometer, having continued high for sonıe time, fell suddenly 
and Mr. Buddle has aiready strongly stated his opinion, tlıat accidents from fire-
damp always occur with a low barometer. This is very natural ; for during a 
high barometer, the fire-damp, tending to escape from the coal and strata, would 
be in some degrec pent up or restrained by the pressure of tlıe atmosplıere ; and 
the diminution of pressure indicated by a sudden fail taking off' tlıis restraint, 
would let the gas expand and escape more freely, and bence its more abundant 
appearance. Now, witlıout reference to tlıe fire-damp which would ooze out of 
the strata and from the surface of the goaf basin, let us for a moment consider 
what would happen as respects the gas already- free, but beld by its sinan specific 
gravity in the upper part of the basin. The barometer wiil sometimes sink an 
inch in 12 hours ; on such an occurrence, any portion of air or gas pressed on 
merely by the atmosplıere, will expand about one-thirtieth part in that time. 
The portion of air or gas contained in the inverted basin of the goaf is, as has 
been said, equal to the yolum° of coal withdrawn beneath, as long as the sıırface 
of the country above has not sıınk, but, because of tlıe incliııation of tlıe coal 
seam, which we ınay for the present assııme as tlıat at the Haswell Little Pit, 
the air-space which is above the level of tlıe highest point of the edge of tlıe 
concavity may be taken, for illustration, as four-fifths of tlıe bııik of the coal, or 
four-fifths of 13 acres by a thickness of five feet (2,265,120 cubic feet) ; of wlı ich 

	

the one-tlı irtieth part, er 75,500 cubic feet, 	by e.xpansion, be clriven below the 
level of the highest point of the goaf basin. If it contain any portion of gas, it 
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goaf, it would rapidly increase the quantity of gas in it, and might soon cause 
explosive mixtures, or the gas, almost jmre, to underflow the edge of tiie concavity 
into the mine. 

If the goaf cavity were full of gas or explosive mixture to the highest 
edge level, the mechanical fall of the roof, in drawing a jud close to that edge, 
would, by mere agitation, drive some portion of the gas or mixture into the 
workings of the mine. 

When a jud is drawn, and the roof has fallen in, the fall becomes j)art of the 
goaf, and the cavity left by it becomes a part of the goaf basin, the edge of the 
basin extending to, and inclosing the new fall. If this take place at the highest 
point of the basin, it suddenly opens a passage into the mine for a great quantity 
of air and gas, which before, by its relative levity to the air, Avas retained in the 
goaf basin. Thus, assuming a goaf of 13 acres, in a coal seam inclined 1 in 24, 
and tliat a fall of six feet in extent takes place in the roof at the highest edge of 
the goaf, it would heighten the edge at that spot three inches; and if the 
goaf Avere full to the edge, either Avith fire-damp or explosiA*e mixture, these 
AA'ould floAv out more or less rapidly into the Avorkiugs of the mine, until a hori- 
zontal stratum of three inches in thickness had thus escaped. EA-en if the roof 
of the goaf rose very sloAvly, making an exceedingly flat dome, this stratum 
Avould extend to four-fifths or more of the horizontal area of the goaf; and 
assuming that the greater part of this space is occupied, not by ps, but by the 
solid materials of the goaf, and that only a band round the goaf could be con- 
sidered as air-space, still, from Avhat AVC SUAV of the goafs at the IlasAvell Little 
Pit, this Avouhl be from four to six feet in horizontal extent; so that a mass of 
explosiA-e atmosphere or fire-damp might escape equal to a band about 3,000 feet 
long, by five feet Avide, and three inches deep, making about 3,750 cubic feet. 
It is not likely that this Avould escape all at once; but the tenth, the tAventieth, or 
the fiftieth part, or even the hundredth part, Avould be enough to take fire at an 
injured lamp, and to commimicate fire to the Avhole, though the Avhole condition 
betAvecn safety and danger up to that moment may have depended upon three 
inches of the roof. 

The above is no hypothetical case, but must occasionally, and as to the evolu- 
tion of gas, frequendy occur. If there be gas in the mine, it is expected at the 
goaf; gas does come from the goaf. AH Avorking at the goaf, except Avith safety- 
lamps, is forbidden: the seams in mines are usually more or less inclined ; and 
this mine at HasAvell, Avhere gas has come from the goaf, is A cry free from gas, 
and Avell ventilated as compared Avith other pits. 

Tliere is one other point connected Avith what may be called the action of the 
goaf, and the occasional sudden and temporary discharge of gas from it. One of 
the Avitnesses on the inquest, IMr. G. Hunter, pointed out the ellect he had 
observed in the mine, on a change in the barometer; that as the barometer fell, 
fire-damp would tend to appear, and that it did this the more suddenly and 
abundantly^ if the barometer, having continued high for some time, fell suddenly; 
and Mr. Buddie has already strongly stated his opinion, that accidents from fire- 
damp always occur with a IOAV^ barometer. This is very' natural; for during a 
high barometer, the fire-damp, tending to escape from the coal and strata, Avould 
be in some degree pent up or restrained by the pressure of the atmosphere; and 
the diminution of pressure indicated by a sudden fall taking off this restraint, 
would let the gas expand and escape more freely, and hence its more abundant 
appearance. NOAV, Avithout reference to the fire-damp Avhich Avould ooze out of 
the strata and from the surface of the goaf basin, let us for a moment consider 
what would happen as respects the gas already free, but held by its small specific 
gravity in the upper part of the basin. The barometer A\ill sometimes sink an 
inch in 12 hours ; on such an occurrence, any jjortion of air or gas pressed on 
merely by the atmosphere, will expand about one-thirtieth part in that time. 
The portion of air or gas contained in the inverted basin of the goaf is, as has 
been said, equal to the volume of coal AvithdraAvn beneath, as long as the surface 
of the country above has not sunk, but, because of the inclination of tbe coal 
seam, which we may for the present assume as that at the Haswcll Little Pit, 
the air-space Avhich is above the level of the highest point of the edge of the 
concavity may be taken, for illustration, as four-fifths of the bulk of the coal, or 
four-fifths of 13 acres by a thickness of five feet (2,26*5,120 cubic feet); of which 
the one-thirtieth part^ or 75,500 cubic feet, will, by expansion, be driven beloAv the 
level of the highest point of the gojif basin, if it contain any portion of gas, it 
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will by its liglıtness Begin to ilow out at that particular part ; if it contain =eh, 
it miii flow out the more rapidly, and be the more daugerous ; and if, in a ıııine 
infected with fire-datnp, it be an explosive mixture, it is easy to imagine that 
such a caiıse may occasionally bring about most fatal results. 

A fail of an inch in the barometer, of a sudden, is rare, but a fail of one-tenth 
of an ineh is not, and that in such a goaf as the one supposed would place 7,5iA 
cubic feet below the edge of the cavity ; this alt tends to is.sue forth at one 
and that generally a place where the ventilation is weakest. If, as an influential 
circumstance tending to diminish the quautity of issuing, atmosphere, ıee aSS11111C 
that the countrr above has dz..scended, so as not to leave more air-space in the 
goaf thaıı  one-fourth of the volume of coai removed, stili that would permit 
1,8S7 cubic feet to issue forth at one spor, on the occurrence of a fail in the iner-
eury of the barometer equal to one-tenth of an inch. Hence it does appear to us 
that the goaf, in connexion -with barometer changes„.7. max in certain miues be pro-
ductive of sudden evolutions of fire-damp and explo_sive mixtur, and that the 
indication of the barometer, and the consequent condition of the mine, ought to 
be verv carefully attended ta. 

The reeent terrible event appears to have originated 31 the Meadows Fiat 
workings, at a point nr to the upper edge of thegoaf concavity, at a place -where 
a jud was in the net of 1.s..ine• drawn_ A man of the neme of Williamson, and 
other men, were engazed in this -work at the time of the accident ; alt were kined;  
and the jud has since been named after 	 Ali the evidence desivable 
from the war in which the stoppings vere blown, the charrinz of the posts„ and 
the adhesion of charred coal-dust to them on this or that Elde. as also to the 
wsalls of the mine and e4.-_,es of the irregularities of the walls„ confirrn this Niew in 
the opinion of practical men, the Nievrers of the raines, and with this conclusion 
the -reilts of our own close inspection perfectir agree_ At this place Davv lamps 
were found_ The state of the gauze indiw..ted that they had been in good con-
dition prior to the accident, but two of them were much crushed and bruised, and 
one of the othei had the oil-plug out; this and the fourth were probably found 
lying on their sid, for the oil was out of the bottora part, of the lamps, and had 
soaked into lıalf the nnuze aionz the evrimler, as they may lıa.ve lain on the 
ground. We could get no exact evidence to how the lamps were, in mQpeet of 
position and other circumstants.-  when found. The gauze of one of ti~ Iamjs  
had been lımted all round for about two inches from the bottom, if fire-damp 
had been burning ins-ide at that part of the eylinder; and there was aiso on the 
side of the upper part of tbe gauze  of the same lamp, an oblong spot of oxidafion, 
exactly Rich as would have been produced at the first entrance of increasing fire-
damp into the lamp, and consequent elongation of the fiame, supposins- the lamp 
had been phıced a little obliquely agninst the wall of coal or any otfıer nprizht 
object. These appmrances accord perfectly with the idca that fire-damp came 
into the workings whilst this lamp (which had been giyen out that morning per-
fect) was there and in 'Ise. 

At this place the men were dmwing a jud. It may be that fire-damp issued 
into the workilızs there independent of any thing the men were doing; or, it may 
be that in the fs--.11.s of the roof (for it had fallen, as was evident by the stone zind 
timbers), they brokeaway a portion of the upper edge of tlıe u.oafeoncavity, and by 
that, botlı  let out explosive mixturc into tlıe works, as before explained, and 
mechanically mixed it tıp with tlıe air bcneath. This issue of gas would not of 
itself have caused the explosion, if tlıc lamps had been right ; but of tlıese lamps 
there are now three that might ha e fired tlıe gas, for two of them are so bruised, 
that if tlıese bnıises were occasioned by a fail of stoncs, either before or at tlıe 
time of the issue of gaz, then the gas may have taken fire at tlıem; or if they 
were not bruised by a fail before tlıe explosioll, but by one consequent ııpon it, 
then it is possible (thouglı  not probable) that the third huni), with the oil-plug 
out, ınay have occasioned the firing. 

When once the combustion began, even thouglı  from only a small quantity of 
gas sent out of the goaf, it would instantly reach up into tlıat greater portion 
within the goaf vault, and we bclievc that it was the infiammation of this largc 
portion which gaye such force to the blast, as to blow down the stoppings between 
the Meadow and IIigh Brocklcy Whin workings, and to reach so fay as to the 
goaf of the latter works. Vere, from' the appcarance of tlıe posts and walls, and 
also from the burnt bodies found, it would appear as if tlıe lire-damp in this goaf 

had 
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will by its lightness begin to How out at that particular part; if it contain much, 
it will flow out the more rapidly, and be the more dangerous ; and it; in a mine 
infected with fire-damp, it be an explosive mixture, it is easy to imagine that 
such a cause may occasionally bring about most fatal results- 

A fall of an inch in the barometer, of a sudden, is rai-e, but a fall of one-tenth 
of an inch not, and tliat in such a goaf as the one supposed would place 7,5b0 
cubic feet below the edge of the cavity; this all tends to issue forth at one place, 
and that generally a place Avhere the ventilation is weakest. If, as an influential 
circumstance tending to dimutish the quantity of issuing atmosphere, we assume 
that the countrv above has descended, so as not to leave more air-space in the 
goaf than one-fourth of the volume of coal removed, still that would i«ermit 
1,887 cubic feet to issue forth at one spot, on the occurrence of a fall in the mer- 
cury of the barometer equal to one-tenth of an inch. Hetiee it does appear to us 
that the goaf, in connexion with barometer cbangesv may in certain mines be pro- 
ductive of sudden evolutions of fire-damp and explosive mixtures, and that the 
indication of tlie barometer, and the consetiuent condition of the mine, ought to 
be very carefully attended to. 

The recent terrible event appears to have originated at the Meadows Flat 
workings, at a jwint near to the upjrer edge of the^af concavity, at a place where 
a iud in the act of being drawn. A man of the name of "Williamson, and 
other men, were engaged in this work at the time of the accident; all Attire killed; 
and the jud has since been named after Williamson. All the evidence derivable 
from the wav in which the stoppings were blown, the cliarring of the jx»sts, and 
the adhesion of charred coal-dust'^to them on this or that sdc, as also to the 
walls of the mine and edges of the irregularities of the wallsw confirm this view in 
the opinion of practical men, the viewers of the mines, and witlr this conclusion 
the ies:rlts of our own close insjXMrtion perfectly agree. At this place Davy lamps 
were found, Ihe state of the gauze indicated that they had been in good con- 
dition prior to the accident, hut two of them were much crushed and bmised, and 
one or the others had tlie oil-plug out; this and the fourth were probably found 
lvin'»- on their ades, for the oil out of the bottom part of the lamps, and had 

into half the gauze along the cylinder, as they may have lain on the 
‘wound. V»'c could get no exact evidence as to how the lamps were, in reject of 
porition and other circumstances, when f>)und. Tlie gauze of one of these lamps 
had been heated all round for about Uvo inches from the liottom, a v if fire-damp 
had been burning inside at that part of the cylinder; and there was also on the 
side of the upper part of the gauze of the same lamp, an oblong spot of oxidation, 
exactly such ^ would have been produced at the first entrance of increasing fire- 
damp into the lamp, and cornequent elongation of the flame, supporing the lamp 
had been }»kccd a little obliquely agmnst the wall of coal or any other upright 
obiect. These appearances accoivl jicrfcctly with the idea that fire-damp came 
into the workings whilst this lamp (which had been given out that morning per- 
fect) was there and in use. 

At this place the men were drawing a jud. It may be that fire-damp issued 
into the workings there independent of any thingthemen were doing: or, it may 
be that in the falls of the roof (for it liad fallen, as was evident by the stone and 
timbers), they broke away a portion of the upper edge of the goaf concavity, and by 
that, both let out expl^ive mixture into the works, as before explained, and 
mechanically mixed it up witli the air beneath. This issue of gas would not of 
itself have caused the e.xplosion, if tlie lamps had been right; but of these lamps 
there are now three that might have fired the gas, for two of them are so hmised, 
that if these bruises were occasioned by a fall of stones, either before or at the 
time of the issue of gas, then the gas may have taken fire at them; or if they 
were not bniiscd by a fall before the explosion, but by one consequent upon it, 
then it is possible (though not probable) that the third lamp, with the oil-plug 
out, may have occasioned the firing. 

When once the combustion began, even though from only a small quantity of 
gas sent out of the goaf, it would instantly reach up into that greater portion 
within the goaf vault, and wc believe that it was the inflammation of this large 
portion w'hich gave sucli force to the blast, as to blow down the stoppings between 
the Meadow and High Brockicy Whin workings, and to reach so far as to the 
goaf of the latter worlcs. Here, from* the appearance of the posts and walls, and 
also from the burnt bodies found, it would appear as if the lire-daiiip in this goat 
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THE EXPLOSİON AT THE HASWELL COLLIERIES. 	9 

had been driven out, mixed with air and infiamed; a very natural result of the 
eircumstances. 

In considering the extent of the fire for the moment ef explosion, it is not to 
be supposed that fire-damp is its only fuel ; the coal dust swept by the rush of 
wind and fiame from the floor, roof aud walls of the works, would instantly take 
fire and burn, if there were oxygen enough in the air present to support its com-
bustion; 2.1 we found tlıe dust adhering to the face of the pillars, props and 
walls in the direction 4 and on the Side towards the explosion, incleasing gradu-
ally to a eertain  dista,nee as we neared the place of i,vnition. This deposit was 
in SOMe paris half an inch, and in others almost an inch thick ; it adhered 
t%,rether in a friable coked state ; when examined with the glass,. it presented the 
fused round form of burnt coal dust, and when examined chemicallv, and cora-
pared with the coal itself reduced to powder, was found deprived of the greater 
portion of the bitumen, and in some instances entirdy destitute of it_ There is 
every reason to believe that much coal gas was made from this dust in the very 
air itself of the 'nine_ by the fiame of the fire-damp, which raised and swept 
it along; and much of the earbon of this dust remaLned unburnt only for •wznıt 
of air. 

At first .sve wereg,reatly eıttbarre-%-ed bv the circumstance of the lame nınnber 
of deaths from cheke-damp ; and the evidence that that had been present in ver-
considerable quanlities compared uith the small proportion of fire-dzunp, whieh, 
in the opinion of those in and about the works just before, must have occasioned 
the exploon. But on eansideration of the chan-.acter of the goafs. as reservoirs 
of zzıseous fıtel, and the elrect of du,-4. in the !nine, 	are satisfied that thse 
circumstances fully account for the aprurent diserepancy. The biouing down of 
the stoppinzs. bv dtroying the ventilation of the mine_ caused alt this choke- 
ehunp to be-left for a time in tlıe workings; and there is 	to believe, from 
the cireunısta~, that the men met with 3. dmth eomrcratively suddea. 

With such views of the character and effect of the goaf we lxıve venzured 
to express, and with a stronz t.elief that it has been the cause of the recent sad 
event at llaswell, it will not be thought s.urprising that, in thinking of the mr-inç  
of preventinfr. such calanzity in future, we shoul tura our attention almost 
exclusively to it_ The first idea is to ventilate tne 	If a shaft could be 
sunk over the crown of the goaf might perhaps carry away all tlıe fire-danıp ; 
but the prolxıbility IS that, irilere furnaces are used in the upeast shaft, that over 
the goaf would become a downcast shaft, so that all the fire-damp evolved into 
it would have to pass into the nine and out w;th tlıe ordinary ventilation_ 
Besides that shafts of such magnitude are very expensive, the bottom imrt would 
be liable to fall ia ; the crown of the goaf vault, also, is in many 	probably 
changing its place continually, and in inclined strata it might easily happen in 
the course of working, that the bottom edge of the shaft would soon be below 
the upper edge of the goaf lxısin in the mine, when it would be of comparatively 
little use. Tlı se are difficulties and objections which occur to us eren in our 
theoretical considerations; whether practical men would set tlıem aside, or whether 
they would add to their number, we cannot say. 

Another mode of action has occurred to us, which, tlıe more ece think of it, 
seems tlıe more practical, and offers grcater heıpes of sersice to hulmanity, and 
which, tlıerefore, we shall venture somewhat minotel) to explain. It is founded 
on the principle of drawing away the atmosphere in the goaf, not of ventilating it 
byblowing air into it ; it is better in principle than blowing into the goaf, because 
it proposes to tako away thc fire-damp in a concentrated form, and never to gise 
it to the air of tlıe workings ; wlıereas, blowing would first dilute and cxpand tlıe 
gas, and tlıen throw it into tlıe works. The difFcrence is tlıecialb important 
for mines where the gas is abundant ; for suppose, for a moment, a goaf cavity 
fail of fire-damp, and an apparatus that could either blow into it or tako from it an 
equal quantity, in cadı  case, of air or gas ; to takı, out one cubic foot of fire-damp 
would be to prevent the formation of froın six to 15 feet of explosive mixture ; 
to drive in one cubic foot of air would be to send an equal quantity of fire-
damp, by displacement, into the enine, there to form, at one moment or another, 
from six to 15 feet of explosive mixture, which would afterwards Ilave to be car-
ried out of the works by tlıe usual moda of ventilation. 

In the first plaee, we propose that tlıe pillars and juds slıould be so worked and 
drawn, aq to have reference to tlıe form which it is desirable to give to tlıe goaf. 
This form must be dependent on circumstances, but the point reqıı:.red is that it 
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Iiad been driven out, mixed with air and inflamed; a very natural result of the 
circumstances. 

In considering the extent of the fire for the moment of explosion, it is not to 
be supposed that fire-damp is its only fuel; the coal dust swept by the rush of 
wind and flame from the floor, roof and walls of the works, would instantly take 
fire and burn, if there were oxygen enough in the air present to support its com- 
bustion ; ai * we found the dust adhering to the face of the pillars, j>rops and 
walls in the direction oi^ and on the side towartls the explosion, incieasing gradu- 
ally to a certain distance as we neared the pbee of ignition. This deposit was 
in some parts half an inch, and in others almost an inch thick; it adhered 
together in a friable coke<l state; when examined with the glass, it presented the 
fused round form of burnt coal dust, and when examined chemically, and com- 
pare<l with the coal itself reducetl to powder, was found deprive*! of the greater 
portion of the bitumen, and in some instances entirely destitute of it. There is 
evei^’ reason to believe that much coal ga.s was maile from this dust in the verv 
air itself of the mine, by tbe flame of the fire-damp, which raised and swept 
it along; and much of tlie carbon of this dast remained imbumt onlv for want 
of air. 

At first we were greatly embarrassed bj tbe circumstance of tbe large nuaiber 
of deaths from dioke-damp ; and the evidence tlrat that had been present in very 
conaderable quantities compared with the small proportion of fire-damp, which, 
in the opinion of those in and about the works just before, must liave occasioned 
the cxploaon. But on eon^ideiadon of the character of the goafs, as reservoirs 
of gaseous fuel, and the effect of dust in the mine, we are satisfied that these 
circumstances fully account for the apjnrrent dLeiepancy. The blowing down of 
the stoppings, by destroying the ventilation of the mine, caused all this choke- 
*Iamp to be left, for a time in the workings; and there is reason to believe, from 
the circumstances, that the men met with a death comparatively sudden. 

With such views of the character and eflect of the goaf as wc have venrured 
to express, and with a strong Ijclief tbar it lias lK.*en the cause of the recent sad 
event at Haswcil, it will not be thought surjirising that, in thinking of the means 
of preventing such calamity in future, we shoul turn our attention almost 
exclusively to it. The first idea is to ventilate the goaf. If a sliaft could be 
sank over the crown of the goal it might periiaps carry away all the fire-damp; 
but the probability is that, where furnaces are used in the u|Ka.'‘t shaft, that over 
tlic goaf would bwome a downcast shaft, so that all the fiie-damj» evolved into 
it would li.ave to pas into the mine and out with the orvlinary ventilation. 
Besides that shafts of such magnitude are very exjicnsive, the bott4im part would 
be liable to fall in; the crown of the goaf vault, also, is in many cases p»robably 
changing its place continually, and in inclined .'Strata it might ca.«ily happen in 
the course of working that the bottom edge of the shaft would soon be below 
the uppxjr ctlge of the go,af basin in the mine, when it would be of comparatively 
little use. TIicsc are difficulties and olyections wliich occur to us even in our 
theoretical considerations; whether practical men would set them asidc^ or whether 
they would add to their numb-er, we cannot say. 

Another mode of action has occurred to us, which, the more we think of it, 
seems the more practical, and offers greater hojjcs of service to humanity, and 
vvliich, therefore, wc shall venture somewhat minutely to explain. It is fiiundcd 
on the principle of drawing away the atmosphere in the goaf, not t*f ventilating it 
by blowing air into it; it is better in principle than blowing into the goaf, because 
it proposes to take away the fire-damp in a concentrated form, .and never to give 
it to the air of the vvorkings; wiierca.s, blowing would first dilute and exjand the 
gas, .and then throw it into the works. The difference is especially important 
lor mines where the gas is abundant; for suppose, for a moment, a goaf cavity 
full of fire-damp, and an apparatus that could either blow into it or take from it an 
equal quantity, in each case, of air or gas; to take out one cubic foot of fire-damp) 
would be to prevent the formation of from six to 15 feet of explosive mixture; 
to drive in one cubic foot of air would l)c to send an equal quantity of fire- 
damp, bj’^ displacement, into the mine, there to form, at one moment or another, 
from six to 15 feet of explosive mixture, wiiicli would afterw^ards nave to be car- 
ried out of the wwks by tlic usual mode of ventilation. 

In the first ])lacc, wc propose that the pillars and jiuls should be so worked and 
drawn, as to have reference to tlio form whicli it is desirable to give to tlic goaf. 
This form must be dependent on circumstances, but the point required is that it 
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should draw tog,ether at its termination in the upper part of the works, L e., that 
as the strata rise, the goaf should not have several projections or bays, running-
independently int() the higher works, but one only where the higlıtst point of the 
goaf basin may occur, and towards which alt tlıe Tire-damp in the goaf may drain 
and tend to run under. It is as if in makin' g a pond on the Side of a hill, there 
should not. be  two or three low places on the bank where the superfluous water 
may run over, but one only,--that being the lowest, as in the fire-damp case, it 
would require to be the highest. This condition would probably be obtained with 
facility by continually keepiug one jud drawn in advance Qf the rest ; and the 
inspection of a working plan, with the inclines drawn on it, would ea.sily deter-
nine, in every case, what should be done. The uext point is to drain or clear 
this place, as well as ma.y be, of its fire-damp, which, if it could be done dibe-
tually, would, in all probability, prevent danger from the goaf, if not absolutelv, 
yet to extent far beyond what is the Gam at presimt ; and for this purpose two 
planssurftrest theınseIves, the same in principle, but differing in extent- 

rflıt first plan consists in laying- a pipe from the goaf to tlıe upcast shaft,-, intro- 
ducing.- the one e..tremity into the va.ult of the goafat the upper edge of its brinı, 
and funiishing the other extremity mith necesare anesns of drawing the air out of 
the pipe. The pipe itself may be of rast iron in lengths, joinc-d together mith 
sockets and 4...ullte-d joints, or in any other of the many well-known manners; its 
diameter nıny be about 12 inche s. until experience may have directed some other 
dimensions. It` place, for the chief part of its course, would probablv be in the 
return-gir; ; for it ouzht t© be tight, having 	other opening, than-  the two 
eztremities; and in the return-way it could best examined from, time to time, 
and would be sat-est from the eabcts of creep. 

The exit or upw.st end of the pipo is to be supplied with ınez.ns of draught or 
suctien; this might be either 2. Mouinz crlinder, or a rou.gh box double bellows, 
or a 	Eumer, anv of which miglıt be worked by the engin; or eren by a 
man or boy, for the work would be ea›..--r, there being no resistzmee to the eıit of 
-the air analogous to that offered by the contraction of the stream of air in the 
ordinary use of blowinz machines- But eren tlı e-  are. in our opinion, not 
require(.1; for from the powerful draught in the return of the Ikswell works, we 
are at prent fully persunded, that if the goaf ventilation pipe, of the size pro-
pwed, simply entered the upcast shaft. there wonld ba drauzht enough to draw 
avar the atmosphere of the goaf. It is true, that if the atmosphere in the goaf 
•vault, to which the end of the pipo might penetrate. were pure fire-damp, we 
should Imre to eonsider its liglıtn -s, and the vertical height between that extre-
mity and the end in the uneast shaft- But this, proba.bly, is a state of thin ,,s 
-which could happen very rarely, if erer, in the Haswell Pit ; expiosive or stili 
lower mixtur, there and in most cam, are rather to be expected, and tlıese, as 
has been shown, are not so much lighter than air as ta offer diffieulty in titiz 

If a ease of pure fare-damp, or a mixture sa rich as to offer difficulty 
on account of its ,esere to be reached by the pipo, then, indeed, it 
would be well worth putting on the mechanical means already referred to, to 
drain it out. 

The goaf end of the pipe offers more difficulti.-. but we do not see at preserıt 
that there are any that are not er.sily surrnountable. It has to rise up into the 
cavity of the goaf, at -the point nearest to the hichest part of its 
edge; to enter into this cavity, four, fire or six feet, or eren more, 
if possible ; and to be tempomry, moveable and tight. The iron 
tube may, in the first place, be continued from the upcast shaft, by 
any course which, on consideration of tlıe works, may be thought 
most expedient, towards, and within a certain distance of tlıe 
draining point of the goaf, as near to it as is practicable, probably 
to within 15 or 9.0 feet. From thence the pipo may be continued, 
by wooden trunks fitted togetlıer temporarily, lıaving the saıne sec- 
tional area as the pipo itself ; and where tlıe pipe rises in the cavity 
of the goaf, it does not seem difficuit to fix wooden adjusters toge-
ther, either square er round, the joints of wilich may be made tight 
by a !itti° mortar. It is eren probable that the upper extremity of 
the pipe might be a tube of air-tiglıt cloth kent open by rings, and 
raised into its place from a safe distance by a red of iron or wood. 
In all cases this end of tlıe tube should be fullyopen, not allowed to 
oollapse or be contracted in any part; and the joints, if adjusters are 

used, 
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should draw together at its termination in the upper part of the works, L e., that 
as the strata rise, the goaf should not iiave several projections or bays, running 
independently into the higher works, hut one only where the higlicst point of the 
goaf basin may occur, and towards which all the fire-damp in the goaf may drain 
and tend to run under. It is as if in making a pond on the side of a hill, there 
should not be two or three low places on the bank where the superlinous water 
may run over, but one only,—that beuig the lowest, as in the fire-damp ease, it 
would require to be the Inghest. This condition would probably be obtained witli 
facility by continually keeping one jud drawn in advance qf the rest 5 and the 
ins)>ection of a working jdan, with the inclines drawn on it, would easily deter- 
miue, in every case, what should be done. The next point is to drain or clear 
this place, as well as may be, of its fire-damp, which, if it could be done eficc- 
tually, would, in all probability, prevent danger from the goaf, if not absolutely, 
yet to an extent far beyond what is the case at present; and for this purpose two 
l>Ians suggest themselves, the same in principle, but difiering in exteut- 

The first plan consists in laying a pipe from the goaf to the upcast shaft, intro- 
ducing the one extremity into the vault of the goaf at the ujiper edge of its brim, 
and famishingthe other extremity with necessary means of drawing the air out of 
the The pipe itself maybe of cast iron in lengths, joined together-nith 
sfickets and caulkcAl joints, or in any other of the many well-known manners; its 
diameter may be about 12 inches, until ex[H'rieacc may have directed some other 
dimensions. Its place, for the <diicf x»art of its course^ would probably be in the 
letum-way; for it ought to be tight, having no other oj»cning tham the two 
extremities; and in the return-way it could be best examined from time to time^ 
and would be safest from the cfiects of creep. 

T^e exit or upcast end of the pipe is to be supj*lied -with means of draught or 
suction; this might l>e eitlier a blowing cx’linder, or a rot:^h box double bellows, 
or a revolving fiumer, any of which might be worked by the engine; or even by a 
man or boy, for the work w'Dald be eagr, there being no resistance to the exit of 
the air analogous to that oSered by the ccmtraction of the stream of air in the 
ordinaij use of blowing machines. Rut even these are, in our opinion, not 
required; for from the powerful draught in the return of the IlastrcII wnrks; we 
arc at present fully persuaded, that if the goaf ventilation pipe, of the size pro- 
posed, simply entered the upcast shaft, there would be diauglit enough to draw 
away the atmosphere of the goaf. It is true, that if the atmosphere in the goaf 
vauli; to which the end of the pipe might penetrate; were pure fire-damp, we 
should have to consider its lightness, and the vertical height between that extre- 
mity and the end in the upcast shaft. But this, probably, is a state of things 
whi<di could happen very rarely, if ever, in the Haswell Pit; explosive or still 
lower mixtures, there and in most cases, are rather to be expected, and these, as 
has been shown, are not so much lighter than mr as to offer difficultv in this 
respect. If a case of pure fire-damp, or a mixture so rich as to oftcr difficulty 
on account of its lightness, were to be reached by the pipe, then, indeed, it 
would be well worth putting on the mechanical means already referred to, to 
drain it out. 

The goaf end of the pipe offers more difficulties, but we do not see at present 
that there are an}* that arc not easily sunnountabla It has to rise up into the 
cavity of the goaf, at -the point nearest to the highest part of its ^ 
edge; to enter into this cavity, four, five or six feet, or even more; 
if possible; and to be temporary, moveable and tight. The iron 
tube may, in the first place, be continued from the upcast .«haft, by 
any course which, on consideration of the works, may be thought 
most expedient, towards, and within a certain distance of the 
draining point of the goaf, as near to it as is practicable, probably 
to within 15 or 20 feet. From thence the pipe may be continued, 
by wooden trunks fitted together temporarily, having the same sec- 
tional area as the pipe itself; and where the pipe rises in the cavity 
of the goaf, it does not seem difficult to fix w’ooden adjustci’s toge- 
ther, either square or round, the joints of which maybe made tight 
by a little mortar. It is even probable that the upper extremity of 
tlic pipe might bo a tube of air-tiglit cloth kept open by rings, and 
raised into its place from a safe distance by a rod of iron or wood. 
In all cases this end of the tube should be fully open, not allowed to 
oollaj)Sc or bo contracted in any part; and the Joints, if adjusters arc 
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used, should be in the direction which opposes lea.st resistance by irregularities to 
the passage of tlıe air: tlıe roof should of course be propped up as ınuch as mav 
be required about this end of the pipo to protect it; the character of a fixture  
being in some degree giren to tlıe arrangement, until suclı  time as it is again 
necess-ary to extend the goaf in that direction. 

The second plan 111liell we propose is of the same nature, but more local in its 
arrangement. In this plan, WC contemplate carrying the exit end of the drainage 
pipo only into the return-wa.y, but into a part where there is such a current of air 
that the goaf 	thrown in is sure to be thoroughly diluted and c-zu-ried ze.ray. 
Ii ought not to be near the furnace, lest at any time tlıere slıould be gar  enough 
to tako fire at the furnace, and communicate explosion back through the pipe 
into the g,oaf. 

The goaf termination of the pipe mili be as before. But in some part of the 
course of this pipo is to be placed a blowing, apparatus, either bellows or fannır, 
as before directed, draming froul the pul-, and blowing, to:--u-ds the retura-way_ 
The appamtus mav be placed 	any convenient part of the course of the pipe, 
but would prıbbabiy be more drectual the nearer it were to the goaf, 	there is 
then the chance of fewer lı-akages between it and the goaL it would proje:1)1y 
ilave to be worked bs- a nıan, ur by any power that rvas available ; mthe 
draught into that rau-tof the return where the goaf pipe entereıl would be sufii-
eient alone ur not, is a point which least depend on ille nature of the works, and 
must be detennincd, if detenuined at an, by ex-perience_ 

Suell is the general plan, which„ with some de,,,ree of eonfidence in its prinei-
we venture to subnıit to praetical men for their consideration; and we do it 

with more 	believing, from the siiirit which we have seen manifested at 
the liaswell mine, tlıat they are earnestir dirous of can-ying into effect every- 
thing that can be practicallv useful_ The effeet of it xrouhl 	to remove that 
condition of the goaf atmeq-dıere, which ordinzuilv exis-ts at the upper <İlge of the 
goaf basin, to a clt.zınee vt four, fire or more. feet hizher up mithin the basit!, so 
as to allow abundant space forall the variations of this atmosphere, without the 
underflowing of any expiosive, or perhaps eren contaminated, portion of it into 
the mine. In the ease of a reg.uiar mine workinfr domınvardsor into deeper turas, 
there dot not. seem muclı  difficulty of application. since the highest edge of the 
goaf is there stationary_ Where the pitmen work towards the rise, or upWards, ss 
is the -ıse at the Ilaswell Little Pit, then the gmaf end of tlıe pipo must rhange 
its place from time to time. Where. faults orcur, and the mine is irrıeular in its 
workings, tclı  ease ızgast be considered by-  itself, and met, if ltem be, upon the 
same principl.. The more faults there are in a mille, the more difiicult it nıay 
be to regulate the idare and form of tlıe upper edge of tlıe Loetf cavity; but, on 
the other hand, the more faults there are, the -more fire-damp is tlıere ;<2,-enerally 
in the worki%rs-, and therefore the more <ıcc2..sion for some nawıs of obtaining 
the end proposed. If, as is manifested by the Iiaswell Pit, mines considered 
the most cafe and best s-entilated need sonıe such mmn.s, how much more must 
others require it. 

It would be a very important addition to tlıe information requisite to indicate 
and lead to tlıe fittt mmns of guarding, against such events as that at the Has-

Pit, if the state of the atmosplıere in tlıe goaf vault :vere from time to time 
examined, and especiaIly upon fallin of the barometer; so that we miglıt have a 
general knowledge of its oature. This would not be at all difiicult in the Iıands of 
an intelligent man; for piece of small copper pipe about one-tlıird of an inci in 
diameter, and 25 or 3C et in length, miglıteasily be introduced byhand into the 
cavity of the goaf, at tl,. place wlıere the edge is highest, and this being attached 
to an air-pump syringe 	a few strokes of tlıe hand would sufiice ta make the 
latter bring down the gas or air from tlıe place reached by the upper end of the 
ippe; and if, after the pipe and sy-ringe were filled with sueh air, a Imge and sound 
bIadder, or gas bag, vere screwed on to the syringe, it could tlıen ea.sily-  be filleri 
with other portions of air dramı  from the same place. The bag being carried away 
to a saf° part of tlıe mine, could easily have the character of its contents examined 
into, eitlı er by a Dary lamp, or by a candle placed in a gla.ss cylinder, as, for in-
stance, the chimney of an Argand lamp, tlıc air from tlıe bafr being filen passed in 
froın beneath. Speciınens of the air from tlıe goaf miglı tr'be obtained in a stili 
simpler way, by lıaving a tin, copper or other close vessel, of the capaeity of threo 
or four quarts, with a stop cock at tlıe top, and another at tlıc bottom, filling it with 
water, attachiııg it to the lower end of the sinan copper pipe proceeding up into 
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used, should be in the direction Avhieh opposes least resistance by irregularities to 
the passage of the air: the roof should of course be propped up as much as may 
be required about this end of the pipe to protect it; the chanicter of a fixture 
being in some degree given to the arrangement, until such time as it is again 
necessary to extend the goaf in that direction. 

The second jdan which we propose is of the same nature, but more local in its 
arrangement. In this plan, we coutemplate carrying the exit end of the drainage 
pipe only into the return-way, but into a part where there is such a current of air 
that the <roaf eas thrown in is sure to be thoroughlv diluted and c-arried awav. 
It ought not to be near the furnace, lest at any time there should be gas enough 
to take fire at the furnace, and communicate explosion back through the pipe 
into the goaf. 

The goaf termination of the pipe wili be as before. But in some x«art of the 
course of this pipe is to he placed a blowing api»araius, either bellows or faiintr, 
as before directed, drawing frt^ui the goaf, and blowing towards the retara-way. 
The aprianitus may he placed in any convenient part of the course of the pipe, 
but would probably he more efiectuai the nearer it tvere to the goaf, as there Ls 
then the chance of fewer leakages between it and the goaf It would prsjbnbiy 
iiave to be worketl by a man, or by any j>ower that was available ; whether the 
draught int«> that part of the return where the goaf pij>e entered would be suffi- 
cient alone or not, is a point which must depend on the nature of the works, and 
must be detennined, if detenuiced at all, by exj>erience. 

Such is the general plan, which, with some degree of confidence in its princi- 
ples, wre venture to suhnat to practical men for their consideration: and we do it 
with more readiness, believing, from the sjirit which wc have seen manifested at 
the IJaswell mine, that they are earnestly dctirous of carrying into eSect every- 
tliing that can be practically useful. The ofiect of it would be to remove that 
condition of the goaf atm«^q»here, which oniinariiy exLts at the upj>er edge of the 
goaf l«a«n, to a distance ot four, five or more feet higher up within the L«as-iu, so 
as to allow abundant sjiace fer ail the variations of this atmosj»bere, without the 
underfiowing of any explosiYC^ or perhaiss cverr contaminate<l, {*ortion of it into 
the mine. In the case of a regular mine working downwards or into deeper jiarts, 
there does not seem much difficulty of applicatiois, since the higlicst edge of the 
goaf is there stationary. "Where the pitmen work tow'ards the rise, or upwards, as 
is the case at the Ilaswell Little Pit, then the goaf end of the pipe must change 
its place from time to time. Where faults occur, and the mine is irregular in its 
workings, each case inust be considered by itself, and met, if it can be, upon the 
same principles. Tire more faults there are in a mine, the more difficult it may 
be to regulate the jilacc and form of the upper edge of the g«»af cavit}'; but, on 
the other hand, the more faults there arc, the more fire-damp is there generally 
in the workings, and therefore the more occasion for some means of obtaining 
the end jiruposed. If, as is manifested by the Ilaswell Pit, mines consideretl 
the most safe and best ventilated need some such means, how much more must 
otheis require it. 

It would be a vciy important addition to the information requisite to indicate 
and lead to the fittest means of guarding against such events as that at tlie Has- 
well Pit, if the state of the atmosphere in the goaf vault were from time to time 
examined, and especially upon fallings of the barometer; so that we might have a 
general knowledge of its nature. This would not he at all difficult in the liands of 
an intelligent man: for .=>, piece of small copper pipe about onc-tlnrd of an inch in 
diameter, and 25 or ct in length, might easily be introduced by hand into the 
cavity of the goaf, at tb. place where the edge is highest, and this being attached 
to an air-jmmp synngc bel-.jw, a few strokes of the hand would suffice to make the 
latter bring down the gas or air from the place reached by the upper end of the 
ippe; and if, after the pipe and spingc were filled with such air, a large and sound 
bladder, or gas bag, were screwed on to the syringe, it could then easily be filled 
with otlicr portions of air drawn from the same place. Tlie bag being carried away 
to a safe part of the mine, could easily have the character of its contents examined 
into, either by a Davy lamp, or by a candle placed in a glass cylinder, as, for in- 
stance, the chimney of an Argand lamp, the air from the bag being then passed in 
from beneath. Specimens of the air from the goaf might be obtained in a still 
simpler way, by having a tin, copper or other close vessel, of the capacity of three 
or four quarts, with a stop cock at the top, and another at tlie bottom, filling it with 
water, attaching it to the lower end of the small copjicr pipe proceeding up into 
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the goaf, and tlıen opening the coeks until the wa.ter had run out. On shutting 
the cock:::, tlıe vessel would be filled with, and would retain a specimen of, the air 
of tlıe goaf. 

Supposing that such a ventilatingarrangement as that proposed were established, 
another plaee for examinatien would be at the exit end of thegoaf ventilation pipe. 
Ordinarily, we trust, but little gas would be found there, beeause of the effeet of 
the continued drainage by the arrangement. But this exainination, likeall others, 
should be made with every care, test upon any sudden evolution of g,as, or fail of 
the barometer, an e.xplcsive mixture should be issuing forth, and this by a naked 
light, if such were used for the examination, communicate combustion to the goaf 
gas tlırough the pipe its.elf.. 

Both in the nin, and at the inquest, our atteution wa.s t led to the stoppings 
antl doors in the workin7,s, upon -which the course of the general ventilation depends. 
When these are blown away by an explosion, the ventilation is altered, and at 
times, as in the Buswell Pit accident, entirely withdrawn. 31r. Buddle proposed 
to have dam doors, so :51ranged, that when the stoppings were throu-n down, these 
should come into action. We do not think that it would be impo..%ible, or eren 
very difficult, to carry such a plan iuto efreet in some of the permanent ways of 
the mine ; but, consideting that if tlıe stoppin?s were not blown down, the probabie 
efrects after an explosion would be the fıring of the mine, and also that bir. Buddle 
did not himself -work out his own propo_i 	in the many mines where he had 
power, eve are not prepur- ed to say that it is a matter that can be brought into 
practice, and oucht to be enforced, er to ,..five any opinion en the subject-. 

We perhaps ought to apologize for this lengthened statement, cpeciallyas we 
have no rizb.t to assume that we have that kind of knowledge that can be gained 
only by practical men; but we have been encouraged to proeeed by the lıope of 
being useful; and have endearoured to write this Report, not in techniml phmse, 
but in plzu-n and simple lancuage, ithich, if useful in its 	may be com- 
prehended by all. 

In conclusion, we cannot but expressa hope, that some step may be taken with- 
out delay, with a view to afford a better education to the persons engaged in 
working in collieri. When ;:ttending the late 	were much struck 
with the fact that more filan half of the pitmen who :;are evidence, SOMe of them 
persons of great intelligence, and one master wasteman, vere unable to write, or 
eren to si l their names as xvitnes. The best conducted and well-inforrned 
from amongst the pitmen are oecasionally promoted to some of the subordinate 
offices of ehar.ge in the mines; and it would be in the highevt degree useful, if 

were giren to the underviewers, overmen, wastemen and deputies, 
to learn the elementarv knowledge more immediately bearing upon their busine-
They might be taught, for example, such simple parts of chemistry and pneumatics 

relate to the nature of gases and air; the first principles of hydrost-atics and of 
geology, as far as concerns the position and dislocation of strata, the intrusion of 
trappean or volcanic rocks, and other points. 

In cauntries such as France ard Gernıany, -where a far less amount of capital 
is embarked ia mining, enterprise.s„ there are large sclıools of mines and scientific 
establishments, in which profe.%-ional men of different gmdcs are carefully-
instructed in those branches of knowledge which are closely connected with the 
art of mining. We are aware that, notwithstanding the want of such institutions, 
viewers in this country combine a large amount of scientific information with 
great practieal experience ; but such qualifications are enjoyed by a compara-
tively srnall proportion of those engaged in the superintendence of coal pits, 
especially of that class to whom tlıe subordinate offices are entrusted.* If 
peculiar difficulties attend the organization of sclıools for the mining population, 
owitıg to its migratory lıabits, and because the workpeople are often congregated 
suddenly at places far distant from -towns and villages, and do not remain per-
nıanently resident at fixed points, it is the more necessary to endeavour to 
overcome these obstacles ; and provision might, perlıaps, be made for ap-
pointing teachers whose duty it should be to visit in succession the different 

localities 

• in the present state of scienco it is unworthy of the viowers and other mining agents, that the 
nomenclature employed by them in the description of rocks should neither be intelligible to the 
geologist, nor ııniform in neiglıbouring mining districts. Such terim as post, metal, whiıı, splin: 
coal, mild and strong, thill, scares, girdles, and others used in the original of the Seetion eopied for 
this Report, ara illustrations of the strango phrnseology which provails, and which cannot easily be 
interpreted, even where the ıniner attaches a defınite ınenning to the terim he uses. 
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the gonf, and then opening the cocks until the water had run out. On shutting 
the cocks, the vessel would be filled with, and would retain a specimen of, the air 
of the goaf. 

Supposing that such a ventilating arrangement as that proposed were established, 
another place for examinaticu would be at the exit end of the goaf ventilation pipe. 
Ordiuarilv. we trust, but little gas w'ould be found there, because of the efiect of 
the continued drainage by the arrangement. But this examination, like all others;, 
should be made with every care, lest upon any sudden evolution of gas, or fail of 
the barometer, an explosive mixture should be issuing forth, and this by a naked 
light, if such were used for the cxaminatiou, communicate combustion to the goaf 
gas through the pipe itself. 

Botli in the mines, jmd at the inquest, our attention was called to the stoppings 
and doors in the w orkings, upon which the course of the general ventilation de]>euds. 
AVhen these are blown awny by an explosion, the ventilation is altered, and at 
times, as in the Haswell Pit accident, entirely withdrawn. 2iJr. Buddie proposed 
to have dam doors, so arranged, that when the stoppings were thrown down, these 
should come into action- We do not think that it would be imj)ossibIe, or even 
ven' difiicult, to carry such a plan iuto efiect in some of the |jermanent Avajs of 
the mine; but, con^derisg that if the stopping Avere not blown down, the proljablc 
efiects after an exploaon would be the firing of the mine, and also that Mr. Buddie 
did not himself work out his own propodSon in the man\* mines where he had 
power, we arc not prepared to say that it is a matter that can be brought into 
practice, and ought to be enforced, or to give any opinion on the subject. 

We perhaps ought to apologize for this lengthened statement, especially as wc 
have no right to assume that we have that kind of knowledge that can be gained 
only by practical men; but we LaA*e been encouraged to proceed by the ho]>e of 
being useful; and have endeavoured to write this Report, not in technical jihrase;, 
hut in plain and simple language, which, if useful in its suggestions^ may he com* 
prohended b\* all. 

In conclusion, wc cannot but express a hope, that some step may be taken A\ith* 
out delay, wiUi a view to mford a better education to the persons engaged in 
working in collieries. When attending the late inquest, we were much struck 
with the fact that more than half of the jutmen who gave evidence, some of them 
persons of great iateliigence, and one master wasteman, were unable to write, or 
even to sign their nanres as witnesses. Tlie best conducted and well-informed 
from amongst tlic pitmen are occaaonally promoted to some of the subordinate 
offices of charge in the mines; and it would be in the highest degree useful, if 
greater facilities were given to the undcrvxewers, overmen, wastemen and deputies, 
to Icam the elementary knowledge more immediately bearing upon their business. 
Tliej* might he taught, for example, such simple jKirts of chemistry and jmeumatics 
as relate to the nature of gases and air; the first principles of hydrostatics and of 
geology, as far as concerns the position and dislocation of strata, the intrusion of 
trappean or volcanic rocks, and other points. 

In countries such as France and Germany, where a far less amount of capital 
is embarked in mining enterprises, tliere arc large schools of mines and scientific 
establishments, in which professional men of different grades are carefully 
instructed in those branches of knowledge which arc closely connected with tl»c 
art of mining. Wc arc aware that, notwithstanding the want of such institutions, 
viewers in this country combine a large amount of scientific information with, 
great practical experience; but such qualifications arc enjoyed by a compara- 
tively small proportion of those engaged in the superintendence of coal pits, 
especially of that class to whom the subordinate offices are entrusted.* If 
peculiar difficulties attend the organization of schools for the mining population, 
owing to its migratory habits, and because the workpeople are often congregated 
suddenly at places far distant from towns and villages, and do not remain per- 
manently resident at fixed points, it is the more necessary to ende.avour to 
overcome these obstacles; and provision might, perhaps, bo made for ap- 
pointing teachers whose duty it sliould be to visit in succession the different 

localities 

* In the present state of science it is unworthy of the viewers and other mining agents, that the 
nomenclature employed by them in the description of rocks should neither be intelligible to the 
geologist, nor uniform in neighbouring mining districts. Such terms as post, metal, whin, splint 
coal, mild and strong, thill, scares, girdles, and others used in the original of the Section copied for 
this Report, arc illustrations of the strange phraseology which prevails, and which cannot easily be 
interpreted, even where the miner attnehes a definite meaning to the terms he uses. 
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localities where the large pits are opened from time to time. Among the nıany 
thousands whose thoughts are now continually engaged in the coal mines, there 
will be always some individuals of strong natural powers, wlıo, if they had mas-
tered the eleınents of the seienees aboye enumerated, might be enabled to invent 
new methods, or, at all events, would be far more capable than persons uncon-
nected with the business, to appreciate the dangers to whieh they are exposed, 
and to judge correctly of the adaptation of philosoplıical prineiples to practice. 
We believe, therefore, that if the education eç the miners generally, and espe-
cially of those set over them, can be materially raised, it will conduce to the 
st.,curity of the lives of the men, and the perfecting of the art of mining, more 
eTectually than any system of Parliamentary inspection -whiclı  could be devised. 

There is no reason to fear but that the owners, and all the authorities, high and 
low, would combine with the men in eı:ıforcing regulations for the application of 
scientific lıriuc iples to practice, if their minds were prepared by instruction 
to (..-timate the true value of the new methods proposed, and if, by that instruc-
tion, those prejudices were removed which disincline the iguorant to every change 
of svstenı. 

There are Lere no confiieting interests to contend with, for the proprietors are 
alwavs anxious to pre‘s.›.nt .explosions and accidents, not only by their feeling,s of 
humanity, but by a regaxd to the property tlıey have at stake; while the viewers, 
underviewers and other officers, are continually risking their own 	and sharr 
in every danger with the men. 

\Ve have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedieut humble servants, 

Faradall. 
Chas_ Lyell_ 

REPORT addressed to the UNITED C-ONDIITTEE of the COAL TRADE by the 
SPECIAL ComurrEE .tppointed. to Mke into consideration the Report from 

LTELL and FARADAY to tile Secretary of St.3.te for the Home Depart-
ment, " on the subject of the EXPLOSION at the IlAswısu. CoırTs-DıEs, and on 
the means of preventirer similar Accidents." 

Coal Trade Office, Newmstle-on-Tyne, 
7 February, 1845. 

WHILE giving their anxious and impartial attention to the Report of 1Ie&-s-rs-
Lyell and Faraday, on the subject of the late explosion at Haswell Colliery, and 
on the means therein siı,:ted for preventing similar accidents. your Conımittee 
have felt reason to cong-mtulate themselves upon the qualified and judicious man-
ner, with reference to practical considerations, in which these gentlemen advance 
their views and opinions. Witlı  some of these opinions your Committee will, in 
the course of this Report, have the gratification to express their concurrence. If, 
with relation to others, they feci compelled to differ from lIessrs. Lyell and Fara-
day, it will be fonnd that the grounds of their dissent are freely, and, as tlıey 
venture to hope, satisfactorily explained. Your Committee are, indeed, persuaded, 
fronı  the tone of candour which pervades the Report of the eminent gentleınen to 
whom Government has confided the investigation of so difficult a subject, that had 
circumstances allowed them to acquire that amount of practical information which 
can only be gained by experience, their views woul-1, in such case, have been in 
many respects greatiy modified. 

The most important feature of the document under consideration consists of 
the description of an apparatus, the nature of which is fully detailed in pages 9, 
10 and 11 ; and which, if adopted, is expeeted to have the eirect of clearing the 
goaves of fire-damp, or of mixtures of common air and fire-damp, either entircly, 
or at all events, to such an extent as to prevent an " underfiow" into adjacent 
parts of the mine. It is, thercfore, to tlı is portion of the Report that the attention 
of your Committec has been chielly directed. But allusion is also made to other 
points, of a more general and less prominent character, to which your Committee 
feel the propriety of adverting; and some of these tlıey will endeavour to dispose 
of lıefore proceeding to the discussion of the principal subject. 

In reference to the expedieney of making the upper seams the fırst in the order 
of working (p. 4), it may be remarked, that such is a very usual practice ; and 
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localities Avhere the large j)its are opened from time to time. Among the many 
thousands Avliose thoughts are now continually engaged in the coal mines, there 
Avill be always some individuals of strong natural powers, who, if they had mas- 
tered the elements of the sciences above enumerated, might be enabled to invent 
new methods, or, at all events, would be far more capable than persons uncon- 
nected with the business, to appreciate the dangers to which they are exposed, 
and to judge correctly of the adaptation of philosophical princij)ies to practice. 
We believe, therefore, that if the education e^ the miners generally, and espe- 
cially of those set over them, can be materially raised, it will conduce to the 
security of the lives of the men, and the perfecting of the art of mining, more 
elTectuail}' than any s\'stem of Parliamentary inspection which could be devised. 

There is no reason to fear but that the owners, and all the authorities, high and 
low, would combine with the men in enforcing regulations for the application of 
scientific principles to practice;, if their minds were prepared by instruction 
to estimate the true value of the IICAV methods proposed, and if, by that instruc- 
tion, those prejudices were removed which uisiucline the ignorant to eA’eiy change 
of system. 

There are here no confiieting interests to contend with, for the proprietors are 
always anxious to prevent explosions and accident’'^ not only by tbeir feelings of 
humanity, but by a regard to the p»roperty they have at stake; while the viewers, 
uuderviewers and other officers, are continually risking their own lives> and share 
in every danger with the men. 

W'e have the honour to be. Sir, 
Your obedient humble servants, 

JA Faraday. 
0ms. Lydl. 

REPORT addressed to the UNITED COMMITTEE of tlie COAL TR.A.DE by the 
S?ECL.\L COMMITTEE appointed to take into consideration the Report from 
Messrs. LYELL and FAn.vDAY to tee Sccretair of State for the Home Depart- 
ment, “ on the sul ject of the EXPLOSION at the IIASWELL COLLIERIES, and on 
the means of preventing amilar Accidents.** 

Cool Trade Office, Kewcastlc-on-Tjne^ 
7 Februaiy IS45. 

WHILE giving their anxious and impartial attention to the Report of Messrs. 
Lyell and Faraday, on the sulyect of the late explosion at Haswell Colliery, and 
on the means therein suggested for preventing similar accidents, your Committee 
have felt reason to congratulate themselves upon the qualified and judicious man- 
ner, with reference to practical considerations, in which tliese gentlemen advance 
their views and opinions. With some of these opinions your Committee will, in 
the course of this Report, have the gratification to express their concurrence. Ifj 
with relation to others, they feel compelled to difter from ^Icssrs. Lyell and Fara- 
day, it will be found that the grounds of tlieir dissent are freely, and, as they 
venture to liopc, satisfactorily explained. Your Committee arc, indeed, persuaded, 
from the tone of candour which pervades the Report of the eminent gentlemen to 
whom Government has confided the investigation of so difficult a sulgect, that had 
circumstances allowed them to acquire that amount of practical information which 
can only be gained by experience, their views wouH, in such case, have been in 
many respects greatly modified. 

The most important feature of the document under consideration consists of 
the description of an apparatus, the nature of which is fully detailed in pages 0, 
10 and 11; and wliich, if adopted, is expected to have the effect of clearing the 
goaves of fire-damp, or of mixtures of common air and fire-damp, either entirely, 
or at all events, to such an extent as to prevent an underflow” into adjacent 
parts of the mine. It is, therefore, to this portion of the Report that the attention 
of your Committee has been chiefly directed. But allusion is also made to other 
points, of a more general and less prominent character, to wdiich your Committee 
feel the propriety of adverting; and some of tlicse they will endeavour to dispose 
of before proceeding to the discussion of the principal subject. 

In reference to the expediency of making the upper sctams the first in the order 
of working (p. 4), it may be remarked, that such is a very usual practice; and 
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where a contrary plan is adopted, the correct reason for doing so is giyen in the 
place cited, where it is ebserved that competition renders it indispensablc to work 
out first the thicker and more valuable beds. The Iligh 11lain coal of the Tvne, ;t. 
celebrated, though nearly exhausted seam, which, for mani* years, supplied almost 
exelusively the London market, is the uppermost of our series of coal beds, and 
was the first in the order of working. The Bensham seam, as-hich is noted for the 
quantity of fire-damp yielded by it, and in .which the most calamitous explosions 
of the district have occurred, has since been extensively worked be/icadı  those 

where the IIIgII Main coal is already excavated. As regards fire-damp, the 
natural inference plainly is, that a coal-field is most efiiciently drainecrof this mis-
chievous agent, by first -working those portions of it where the gas is most 
abundant, that is, as a general ruhe, its deepest portiens ; but without going into 
this, st pres.ent perhaps unnece..%ary inquiry, your Connnittee have to state, that 
they entirelv coincide with the conclusions to be drass-n from the. Report of Messrs. 
Lyell and i.saraday, that the utmost ssill be made of the private property of mine 
~tiers which the nature of eaeh case admits ; that the interests of individuals and 
of the country are thus fortunately the s^uıe; and that 3. capitali,st .will gla.dly 
avail himself of the privilege of winning, at a hess amount of outlay, an upper, and 
thcrefore more accessible seaul of coal, provided that by doing so Ile can compete 
successfullv.* 

Your Committee agree in the observation at page 4, that ventilation is of the 
utnıo.st importance, and that there is a practical liluit to the sinking of shafts; 
"for, to 	shaft after shaft would quickly ins-olve an expense, more filan the 
-ealue of the produce of the mine, and have the effect of closing it altogether." 
Of the limit thus assi,=„.r,ned, an instance is furnished in :chat occurred at the first 
attempt to 	Ha.swen C.41iery, in a situation not far dis-tant from the site of 
tbe Iare explo.,ion. The ‘...nd,'3  which, in many placeS underlies the magnesian 

was there found to be 19 fathoms thick ; it waspenetrated to the depth 
of eight ;ula a. half fathoms, and water-feeders :vere for some time contended svith 
by me-,ms of Ite3.vy maeltinery, to the extent of fully 4,000 gallons per minute, 
a quantity adequate to supply the wants of five large towns, each containing 
115,000 inhabitants, at a rate, includins..5 the allowa.nce for maımfic-toris, steam-
engines, &c., of 10 gallons per day for cadı  person. After persevering for a 
considerable time, the oss-ners ::-̀ re compelled, at an enormous slcrifice, toabandon 
the design of sinking their pits in the iılace alluded to. And this most not be 
taken for a solitary example, At, 	Mm-ton pite fonr milr£ from I-Iasvell, eren 
greater diflicalties wcre encountered. Although the sand there was only about a 
fourth of its thickns at swell, the water-feeders were nearly 8,000 gallonsper 
minute; and, in order to force a passa2-e, the ossmers :vere compelled to apply 
machinery, to the extent of more filan 1,200 horse power. It is, therefore, 
manifest that an obligation to sink additional shafts u-ould have the effeet of 
closing some mines now in full operation, and yielding, es-en the most s-aluable 
description of coal. It may also be observed, that as the shafts of a w.ine hear a 
very small proportion to the entire length of its air-passages„ is iıy the eondition, 
as regards number and extension, of the latter, that the afravegate volume of air 
in circulation is mainiy regulated. By enlarging the section of the air-channels, 
and by dividins- or "splitting' the air, a practice 	is now univers-al, the 
ventilating power of the shafts is brought into full exercise; and these arrange-
ments, wlıen combined with shafts, as now sunk, of larger sectional area, and with 
more powerful ventilating furnaces filan in past times, have, in point of fact, 
realized the effect of additional pits, by shortening the run of the respective air-
currents, and by assigning to cadı  current the duty of ventilating a muclı  smaller 
space of enine filan formeriy. 

Your Committee allude, with great satisfaction, to the ımprovements just men-
tioned, svhicIa in conjunction with other arrangements of a more detailed and 

practical 

* Your Connnittee pare found that, in practice, upper seams aro very littlo injured by the working 
of under seaıns first, oven wlıere a few fatlıoıns only intervene. When a general subsidence of the 
strata takas place, in consequence of the reınoval of an under-lying bed of coal, this sııbsidence 
lowers a corresponding portion of an upper seanı, but does not injure it materially, because, the 
upper bed being entirc, its disintegration is prevented by the eircumstanee tlıııt one portion of it 
supports and prevents the displaceınent of anothor. The Comınittee must, therefore, be permitted 
to say, that, in their opinion, which is grounded uyan experienee, 	if any, coal is "tost to the 
country)" by the actual ınethods of working practised in the counties of Northumberland and Durhan'. • 
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where a contrary plan is adopted, tlie correct reason for doing so is given in the 
place cited, where it is observed that competition rendei-s it indispensable to work 
out first the thicker and more valuable beds. The High Main coal of the Tyne, a 
celebrated, though nearly erdiausted seam, which, for many years, supplied almost 
exclusively the London market, is the uppermost of our scries of coal beds, and 
was the first in the order of Avorking. The Bensham seam, which is noted for the 
quantity of fire-damp yielded by it, and in Avhich the most calamitous explosions 
of the district have occurred, has since been extensively Avorked beneath those 
tracts Avhere the High !Maiii coal is already excaA-ated. As regards fire-damp, the 
natural iufereiice plainly is, that a coal-field is most efficiently drained of this inis- 
diievous agent, by first Avorking those portions of it Avbere the gas is most 
abundant, that is, as a general rule, its deepest portions; but without going into 

at present perhaps unnecessary inquiry, your Committee have to state, that 
they entirely coincide Avitb the conclusions to be draA\-n from the Report of Messrs. 
Lyell and Faraday, that the utmost Avill be made of the private property of mine 
owners which the nature of each case admits; that the interests of indiriduals and 
of tlic country are thus fortunately the same; and that a capitalist Aviil gladly 
aA-ail himself of the priA-ilege of A\*imiing, at a less amount of outlay, au upper, and 
therefore more accessible scam of coal, proAided that by doing so he can compete 
successfully.* 

Your Committee agree in the obsenration at page 4, that Tcntilation is of the 
utmost importance, and that there is a practical limit to the sinking of shafts; 
“ for, to dig shaft after shaft would cuiekiy iiiA oh-e an expense, more than the 
AAilue of the produce of the minci and have the efiect of closing it altogether." 
Of the limit thus assigned, an instance is furnished in Avhat occurred at the first 
attempt to Avin HasAve^* Colliery, in a situation not far distant from the site of 
the late explosion. The *^sand,” Avliich, in many places^ underlies the magnesian 
limestone, Avas tliere found to be 19 fathoms thick; itAV:ISpenetrated to the depth 
of eisrlit and a half fathoms, and Avater-feederswere for some time contended Avith 
by means of heavy machineiy, to the extent of folly 4,000 gallons per minute, 
a quantity adequate to supply the Avants of fiA'c large tOAvns, each containing 
115,000 inhabitants, at a rate, including the allowance for manufactories, steam- 
engines, &C., of 10 gallons per day for each person. After persevering for a 
considerable time, tire OAniers Avore compelled, at an enormous sacrifice, to abandon 
the design of sinking their jiits in the ])Iacc alluded to. -And this must not be 
taken for a solitary example. At the Murton juts, four miles from Haswell, even 
greater difficulties were encountered- .Although the sand there Avas only about a 
fourth of its thickness at HasAvcll, the water-feeders Avere nearly 8,000 gallons per 
minute; and, in order to force a passage, the owners Averc compelled to apply 
machineiy, to the extent of more than 1,'200 horse ]>owcr. It is, therefore, 
manifest that an obligation to sink additional .shafts AVOUM baA-e the elfeet of 
closing some mines noAv in full operation, and yielding CA-en the most Aaluablc 
description of coal- It may also be observed, that as the shafts of a mine bear a 
very small proportion to the entire length of its air-passage.^ it is by the condition, 
as regards number and extension, of the latter, that the aggregate volume of air 
in circulation is mainly regulated. By enlarging the section of the air-channels, 
and by dividing or “splitting*’ the air, a practice wbich is now universal, the 
Acntilating power of the shafts is brought into full exercise; and these arrange- 
ments, Avlicn combined with shafts, as now sunk, of larger sectional area, and Avith 
more poAverful ventilating furnaces than in past times, baA'C, in point of fact, 
realized tljc efiect of additional pits, by sliortening the run of the rcspectiA’c air- 
currents, and by as.^^igning to each cun'ent the duty of A'entilating a much smaller 
space of mine tlian formerly. 

Your Committee allude, with great satisfaction, to the improvements just men- 
tioned, Avliicl), in conjimction Avith other arrangements of a more detailed and 

practical 

* Your Committee liavc found that, in practice, upper scams aro very little injured by the working 
of under scams first, oven where a few fathoms only intervene. When a general suhsidcncc of the 
strata takc.s place, in consequence of tho removal of an under-lying bed of coal, this subsidence 
lowers a corresponding portion of an upper scam, but does not injure it materially, because, tbo 
upper bed being entire, its disintegration is prevented by the circumstance that one portion of it 
supports and prevents the displacement of anotlier. The Committee must, tlicreforc, be pennitted 
to ea}', that, in thojr opinion, which is grounded uj>on o.Apnricnco, little, if any» coal is “ lost to tho 
cpuiUry,” by the actual methods of working practised in the counties of Northumberland and Durham. 
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practical nature, have more than trebled the quantity of air eirculatilıg in tlıe 
lııiııes of this distriet. Much has therefore been &ne towards security, so far as 
that object is to be gained by a more coıni,:,te system of rentilation ; and it is 
gratifying to find, that with tlıe progress of time, alteratiens are being made, 
not of a crude and imperfect nature, but really sound and benelicial in tlıeir 
clıaracter. 

lIasing Ulus adyerted to some preliminary points, Ni ith the satisfaction of finding 
that the praetice of the district has been in unison with the opinions of . 1e.s.srs. 
Lvell and Faraday, as expressed in. their Report, your Committee will proweell to 
remark upon the most important topic discussed by those gentltınen, being that 
which relates to the ventilation of the goayes. 

Some miscouception appears to have arisen as to the extent of goaves. 
iıı  point of filet, are not limited in their dimensions, evet' by an area. of 100 
acres (note, page 5), but ultimately come, by the continued progress of the pillar 
exeavations, to be co-extensive with the tract of coal tield which being worked. 
it thus happens that there will be a grea.ter or ters magnitude of goaf, corre-
spondin.- with the length of time a mine has been in oileratit,n, and with the 
quantity of coal extracted from it; and that, at last, the mine will consist exclu-
sively of goaf in that seam„ the coal of which has been entirely removed ; s-uch, 
in fact, being airea.d.y the case with several oId 	 it must further be 
remarked, that there is net anY certainty of an open comnıunication between one 
part of :t goaf, and anotlıer part of the same f..,-,oaf: the contrary 	indeed, the 
rule iu almost every case, as atay easily be understood from tlıe following- con-
siderations.. 

The immediate efi'ect of the removal of a pillar of coal is to produce a fiili 
from the roo or bed of stone, resting upon the ceal ; and the ca‘ity made by 
thıs fall of stone is necesarily of a conical form, the base being that of the coal 
excavated, and tlıe height that at which the superincumbent strata receive 
support from the slopiı4„,  sides of the cone- As the coal continues to be re-
moved, the sides lose their stıpport—the cone is extended; and this process 
goes on until the superiınposed strata„ no longer sustained bv the converging 
sides of tlıe cone, subside, and rest upon the broken fragnıe-nts of the fallen 
stons, which occupy a taneli larzer space than dit1 tlıe sztme rocks 'when in a 
solid state. The summit of the cone does not tlıen continue to extend upwards ; 
but, as the excava.tion 	 the strata rest upon the plass of stones 
forming the goaf; and the upper portion of the goaf becomes nmrly horiz.ontal, 
or parallel with the Iiııes of stratification. This is proved by the state of upp,;,e 
beds of coal, a few fathoms above the lower bed which has Leen alreatly extractt...d. 
It is found that irregular subsidences lıave taken place, that the breaks in tlıe 
strata are not very numerous, nor of the character of fallen fragments, but are 
similar to small 	 showing the subsidence of cxtensive areas at once. 
Under these circumstances„ it cannot but. be olnious, that in some parts the 
fallen mass must be crushed extremely close, and that in others, cnvities may-
exist: tlıe effect produceil being, in fact, that of rendering-  the interior eitlıer, 
pmetically speakine, solid, or of dividing it into compartments, which are isolated 
from cadı  other. It must not be supposed, that after the completion of the 
process just noticed, a passaze will stili remain open at tlıe sides of the goaf; on 
the contrary, tlıe unworked pillars do not stop tlıe progress of the general subsi-
dence in that direction, save in particular and exceptional cases ; and tlıe circum-
stance itself constitutes tlıe difrerence between a subsidence of the ııpper beds, 
and an ordinary fail of fragnıents from filen], in whiclı  latter state the Meadows 
goaf was seen, as your Committec understand, by 31essrs. Lyell and Faraday. 
When a general subsidence takes place, as before described, the line of fracture 
extends iıı  a direction receding from the goaf, and therefore overhanging tlıe 
standing pillars ; whence it follows, that the mins of tlıe overlying beds, 
between the fracture and the goaf, abut, or are jamıned agaiııst the sides of tlıose 
pillars. 

Your Committee trust, that the description just giyen will show, with suflicient 
clearness, what is really the nature of a goaf ; and that, in this ultimate state, its 
vacuities are eitlıer replaced by the subsidence of tlıe upper strata, or, where 
eavities are contained in it, tlıey are far from being neeessarily in communication 
with each other ; but, on the contrary, tlıe inference to be drawn from observation 
and by dedııction is, tlıat tlıey are isolated and detached. Tlı us gas is often to be 
found, not only at the rise edge of a goaf, but at its deep extreınity, and along the 
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practical nature, have iiipre than trebled the quantity of air circulating iu the 
mines of this district. IMuch has therefore been done towards beeurity, so far as 
that object is to be gained by a more compli.t - Mstem of ventilation ; and it is 
gratifying to find, that with the progress of time, alterations are being made, 
not of a crude and imperfect nature, but really sound and beneiicial in their 
character. 

Having thus adverted to some preliminary points, with the satisfaction of finding 
that the practice of the district has been in unison with the opiiii«»us of ^lessrs. 
Lyelland Faraday, as expressed iu their Report, your Committee will proewd to 
remark upon the most important topic discussed by those gentltiueii, being that 
which relates to the ventilation of the goaves. 

Some miscouceptiott appears to have arisen as to the extent of goaves. which, 
iu i>0!nt of fact, arc not limited in their dimensions, even by an area of lUU 
acres (note, page 5), but ultimately come, by the continued progress of the pillar 
excavatioms, to be co-extensive with the tract of coal field which is being worked. 
It thus happens that there will be a greater or less magnitude of g»iaf, corre- 
spouding with the length of time a mine has been ia operation, and with the 
quantity of coal extracted from it; and that, at last, the mine will consist exciu- 
sively of goaf in that seam, the coal of which has been entirely removed ; such, 
iu fact, being already the case with several old collieries. It must further be 
remarked, that there is net any certainty of an open comniunic:ation between one 
jiart of a goalj and another part of the same goaf: the contrary Ls indeed, the 
rule iu almost every case, as may easily be imdcrstood from the following con- 
siderations. 

The immediate efiect of the removal of a pillar of coal is to produce a fall 
from the roo^ or bed of stone, resting upon the coal; and the cavity made by 
this fall of stone is necessarily of a conical fonn, the base being that of the coal 
excavated, and the height that at which the superincumbent strata receive 
support from the sloping sides of tlie coire. As the coal c»»ntinucs to be re- 
moved, the sides lose their supjiort—the cone is extended; and iliis process 
goes on until tlic sujjcrimposed strata, no longer sustaine«l by the converging 
sides of the cone, subade, and rest upon the broken fragments of the fallen 
stones, which occupy a much larger space than did the same rocks when in a 
solid state. Tire summit of the cone docs not then continue to extend upwards; 
hut, as the excavation progresses, the strata rest uj)on the nniss of stones 
forming the goaf; and the upper portion of the goaf becomes nearly horizontal, 
or parallel with the lines of stratification. Tins is proved by the state of upj>o*- 
beds of coal, a few firthoms above the lower bed which has been already extracted. 
It is found that irregular subsidences have taken place, that tbe breaks in the 
strata arc not very numerous, nor of the character of fallen fragments, but are 
similar to small slip-dykes, showing the subsidence of extensive areas at once. 
Under these circumstances, it cannot but he obvious, that in some parts the 
fallen mass must be crushed extremely close, and that in others, cavities may 
exist: the clicct produced being, in fact, that of rendering tbe interior either, 
practically speaking, solid, or of dividing it into compartments, which arc isolated 
jfrom each other. It must not be supposed, that after the completion of the 
process just noticed, a passage will still remain open at the sides of the goaf; on 
the contrary, the unworked pillars do not stoj) the ]>rogrcss of ibc general subsi- 
dence in that direction, save in particular and exceptional cases ; and the circum- 
stance itself constitutes the dilTerence between a subsidence of the uj)j)cr beds, 
and an ordinary fall of fragments from tlicni, in which latter state the Meadows 
goaf was seen, as your Committee understand, by jMessrs. Lyell and Faraday. 
When a general subsidence takes place, as before described, tbe line of fracture 
extends in a direction receding from tbe goaf, and therefore ovcrlianging tlie 
standing pillars; wdicnce it follows, that the mins of the overlying beds, 
between the fracture and the goaf, abut, or arc jammed against the sides of those 
pillars. 

Your Committee trust, that the description just given will show% with sufiiclent 
clearness, what is really the nature of a goaf; nncl that, in this ultimate state, its 
vacuities are either replaced by the subsidence of the upper strata, or, where 
cavities arc contained in it, they arc fur from being necessarily in communication 
with each other; but, on the contrary, the inference to be drawn from observation 
and by deduction is, that they arc isolated and detached. Thus gas is often to be 
found, not only at the rise edge of a goaf, but at its deep extremity, and along the 
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lateral portions extending between the two. Your Committee, therefore, submit, 
that an apparatus of the nature described in pages 10 and 11, if plaeed at the 
upper edge of a goaf, could not be depended upon as draining it throughout its 
entire space ; because there is not any certainty of a connnunication for the pas-
sage of gas to a fixed point at a distance. Bence, a ı-ery extended system of 
drainage would be required ; and, in fact, it would be necessary, in order to ensure 
success in the operation, to have a separate apparatus at cadı  avenue leading into 
the goa.f, since an underflow of tlıe goaf atınosphere might occur at any opening 
into the waste or into the working districts, supposing the infiammable gas to be 
incapable, as before explained, of making its way through the obstacles opposed to 
its naturally ascending tendency. 

Farther, to carry out, at Hasıvell Colliery, the first plan proposed, that of 
conducting the ga.seous contents of the goaves to the upcast shaft bv means of 
cast-iron pipes, 12 inclıes in diameter, and half an inch thick in tlıe 	assuming 
ench of the 14 goaves throughout the mine to be supplied ıı-ith a distinct zaain—
would require rather more than twelve miles of pipes, aed would tost, including 
the putting of the latter together, about 21,000 L, if not considerably more, per-
haps eren double this sum, considering the diflicultv of living down such a length 
of pipes in the workings of a mine, and the unpreeentednature of tlıe operation; 
and th'-;..s calculation, it must be recolleeted, is based on the supposition, that each 
goaf has only one pipe ; whereas it has been shown that a great number of branche_Q, 
at the least, in connexion with the respective mains, would be required for every 
goaf in the mine. As relates to the current expense of maintaining the pipes, 
your Committee cannot venture to name any precise amount they would, 
however, rema.rk, that they can anticipate the extreme difficulty, if not impracti-
cability, of keeping the goaf ends of the pipes in working condition, and that a 
fracture there, which is so likely to occur, would destroy the entire value of the 
apparatus. It may likewise be apprehended, that to keep such Tong ranges of 
pipes thorough repair and air tight, especially in those most important parts of 
the range which are near the goaves, and where consequently the roof and floor of 
the mine are in rnotion, would be not only most troubiorne and expensire, but 
scarcely, they believe, prncticable. 3Ioreover, the constant attention whieh would 
be required to keep in order the goaf terminations of the several ranges, nıust, 
witlıout doubt, in so dangerous a situation, be attended -with risk of frequent loss 
of life, from falls of the broken strata. 

The second plan, by which it is proposed ta discharge the contents of the goaf 
into some adjacent portion of the return air-courses, nıay be considered as super-
seding that part of the expensive character of the project which consists in an 
extension of the pipes to the upcast shaft. Stili, in point of fact, the goaf termini, 
whiclı  would, in that w.se, remain as before, are the most embarrassing parts of the 
proposed arrangement; the same multiplied form of the apparatus would be there 
required, the same constant liability to derangement would exist, together with 
all that amount of complexity and difticulty which your Committee have enden-
voured to explain, but which can be fully appreciated by those only who are 
intimately conversant with the nature of underground operations. 

Your Committee, perceiving so many obstacles to be overcome in the execntion 
of a project ta whiclı, nevertheless, they feel bound to give their candid consideration, 
have, not unnaturally, endeavoured to bring past et-perience to bear as a test of 
the practical value, in relation to the saving of life, of a plan for clearing the goaves 
of fire-damp, supposing such a plan to be as successful as the projectors could 
anticipate. The Comtnittee accordingly find, that during the last 14 years, there 
have occurred, exclusively of the Haswell accident, 11 great explosions in the 
Northumberland and Durham coliieries; and that these have happenecl, with 
perhaps one exception, though that one is of a doubtful character, wlıere the 
respective mine,s vere being worked in tlıe whole, —that is, in those parts where 
pillar-working had not yet been commeuced. It is, therefore, elear, that in at least 
10 cases out of 11, during the period in question, the goaves have had no connexion 
with tlıe origin of tlıese accidents. Neitlıer is this fact of difficult explanation ; 
for goaves, guarded as they are by safety-lamps, and haviııg distinct currents of air 
pressing their gaseous coutents into the return air-courses, where no naked lights 
are allowed to enter, must be considered, and are proved by experience to beşthe 
least rnischievous districts of a mine, as relates to explosion. 

In pages 7 and 8 an allusion is made to the state of the baronıeter, as con-
nected with occasional sudden and temporary discharges of gas from the goaves. 

Ta 
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lateral portions extending between tlic two. Your Committee, therefore, submit, 
that an apparatus of the nature described in pages 10 and It, if placed at the 
u[)per edge of a goaf, could not be depended upon as draining it throughout its 
entire space; because there is not any certainty of a communication for the pas- 
siigo of gas to a fixed point at a disiance. Hence, a very extended system of 
drainage would be required ; and, in fact, it would be necessary, in order to ensure 
success in the operation, to have a separate apparatus at each avenue leading into 
the goat^ since an underflow of the goaf atmosphere might occur at any opening 
into the waste or into the working districts, supposing the inflammable gas to be 
incapable, as before explained, of making its Avay through the obstacles opposed to 
its naturally ascending tendency. 

Further, to carry out, at Haswell Colliery, the first plan proposed, that of 
conducting the gaseous contents of the goaves to the upcast shaft by means of 
cast-iron pipes, 12 inches in diameter, and half an inch thick in the shell—assuming 
each of the 14 goaves throughout the mine to be supplied with a distinct main— 
would require rather more than twelve miles of pipes, and would cost, including 
the putting of the latter together, about 21,000 /., if not considerably more, per- 
hajis even double this sum, considering the difficulty of laying down such a length 
of pipes in the workings of a mine, and the unprecedented nature of the operation; 
and tills calculation, it must be recollected, is based on the supposition, that each 
goaf has only one pipe; whereas it has been shou*n that a great number of branches, 
at the least, in connexion with the respective mainsi, would be required for every 
goaf in the mine. As relates to the current expense of maintaining the pipes, 
your Committee cannot venture to name any precise amount: they would, 
however, remark, that they can anticipate the extreme difficulty, if not impracti- 
cability, of keeping the goaf ends of the pipes in working condition, and that a 
fracture the«^ which is so likelj" to occur, would destroy the entire value of the 
apparatus. It may likewise lie apprehended, tliat to keep such long ranges of 
pipes in thorough repair and air tight, especially in those most important parts of 
the range which are near the goaves, and where consequently the roof and floor of 
the mine are in motion, would be not only most troublesome and expensive, but 
scarcely, they believe^ practicable. Moreover, the constant attention which would 
be required to keep in order the goaf terminations of the se^'cral ranges, must, 
without doubt, in so dangerous a situation, be attended %vith risk of frequent loss 
of life, from falls of the broken strata. 

The second plan, by which it is proposed to discharge the contents of the goaf 
into some adjacent portion of the return air-courses, may be considered as super- 
seding that part of the expensive character of the project which consists in an 
extension of the pipes to the upcast shaft. Still, in point of fact, the goaf termini, 
which would, in that case, remain as before, are the most embarrassing parts of the 
proposed arrangement; the same multiplied form of the apparatus would be there 
required, the same constant liability to derangement would exist, together with 
all that amount of complexity and difficulty which your Committee have endea- 
voured to explain, but which can be fully appreciated by those only who are 
intimately conversant xvith the nature of underground operations. 

Y"our Committee, perceiving so many obstacles to be overcome in the execution 
of a project to which, nevertheless, they feel bound to give their candid consideration, 
have, not unnaturally, endeavoured to bring past experience to bear as a test of 
the practical value, in relation to the saving of life, of a p^an for clearing the goaves 
of fire-damp, supposing such a plan to be as successful as the projectors could 
anticipate. The Committee accordingly find, that during the last 14 years, there 
have occurred, exclusively of the Haswell accident, 11 great explosions in the 
Northumberland and Durham collieries; and that these have happened, with 
perhaps one exception, though that one is of a doubtful character, where the 
respective mines were being worked in the whole, —that is, in those parts where 
pillar-working had not yet been commenced. It is, therefore, clear, that in at least 
10 cases out of 11, during the period in question, the goaves have had no connc.'cion 
with the origin of these accidents. Neither is this fact of difficult explanation; 
for goaves, guarded as they arc by safety-lamps, and having distinct currents of air 
pressing their gaseous contents into the return air-courses, whore no naked lights 
arc allowed to enter, must bo considered, and are proved by experience to be, the 
least mischievous districts of a mine, as relates to explosion. 

In pages 7 and 8 an allusion is made to the state of the barometer, as con- 
nected with occasional sudden and temporary discharges of gas from the goaves. 

To 
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ON TIIE EXPLOSION AT THE HASWELL COLUERIES. 

To this eause its 'ille importance ıllust be allowed. No eiremnstanee, iııdeed, is 
better know!' filan the hilluence of atınospherie pressııre upon the eondition of 
ıııiııes as regards fire-danıp and clıoke-damp ; and it may also be remarked, that 
the range of tlı e barometer is sensibly greater in deep mines tlıan at the surface. 
This iııstrument ouglıt, therefore, to be attended to. -with a ı iew to greater ı i:(11ance, 
and tlıe adoption of inereased measures of seeurity, hhould sildi be requin,d, ‘‘ ben 
the mereurv falls, and ıııore particularlv when its depres.sioıl is sudden. But it 
must also be recollected, that the danger thus pointed out is one of those vhirh 
are providecl against by an active ventilation, and that an agent is Ulus constantiv 
employed in preventing accumulation, bv renıoving whatever extra portion uf 
gaseous or inflanunable product may enter the mine when the atmospherie ss-sure 
is diminished.* 

The sudden issuc of large quantities of fiery atmosphere, by reason of heavr falls 
of stone taking pIace in the interior of goaves, constitutes, your Committee appre-
lıend, the principzd source of danger in pillar-working. Yet thev eannot perceive 
tlıat the plan prı-ıposed by :1Iessrs. Lyell and Faraday would remedv this evli. If 
the goaf end of the pipe were inserted to the height of four or fivefeet above the 
top of the seam (page 11), all the goaf space at a higher level tlıan the summit of 
the pipe would remain uuoperated upon, and its gaseous contents would stili be 
liable to dislodgement, and issue froin tlıe cause assigned. Thus, the'danger which 
is chielly to be dreaded would not be obviated bv the adoption, if this were prac-
timble, of the apparatus recommended. 

It ııill not be out of piace to notice bere the result of an invemkg-ation into the 
state of the Haswell goaves since the explosion. In consequence of reports arising, 
not unnaturally, out of tlıe recent accident, that portious of the ınine were in an 

condition, a elose examination has lately been nıade, by a deputation of the 
pitmen of that colliery, into the state of its goaves, and of tlıe Meadows goaf 
particular, as regards fire-damla. Four clays were enıploved in this scrutinı-, an 
riecount of wlıich is giren iıı  o report of the deputation, pu-blished in the local zıews-
papers, and .sig,ned George Wilson, George Suunnerson. William Hall and Ralph 
Wheatman, hewers, employed at the coiliery. With a .view to greater preeision, 
your Committee applied to the parties just named, for a .statemeılt of the heights, 
above the coal .st ın, at ırlıich they had tested, with their safety iamps. tlıe con-
dition of the rez.zpective goaves ; and received from thenı  an answer, wIticlı. :dung 
with the original report, is giren in tlıe Appendix. Nos. I and 2. 

It appears, from these documents, that no gas was detected in anı, ef the four-
ken goares of the Ilıı sıccll enine, ettin tıp to heiglıts extending from firc to thirteen 
feci dine the top of the coal seam, af the highest edges of the srcoral goares. Your 
Committee entertain no doubt whatever of tlıe accuracy of tlıese obsen-ations. 
The pm-•ence of an inilanunable atmosphere •would, of course, have slıown itself, 
bv filling the gauze cylinder of the huni) with fiame ; but, besides this obvious 
elfeet, pitrnen are very ıveil acquainted -with the appeamnce caused bv different 
mixtures of air and firc-damp upon flame, and can tlıus judge of the presence of 
inflammable gas, in proportions muelı  below those required for explosion. Be-
sides, a deputation from your Committee have been enabled to verifv the state-
ments in question, by investigating the condition of the Haswell goaves, and bv 
bringingaway portions of their gaseous eontents for examination ; and in no ca_se 
did they find tlıat an inflamıııable mixture was eontained in the receiver, whiclı  
was brouglıt froın the goaves, in the maniler alluded to. More especiallv, air 
from the upper edge of tlıe Meadows goaf, 13 feet alıove tlıe top of tlıe seam, 
showed no trace of fire-danıp. When tlıe goaves vere thus examilıed, the baro- 
ıneter was at :29.27 : according to 	observation made a few ııı iııutes before tlıe 
explosion of the 28tlı  Septenıber last, it was tlıen at 29.85. 

Your Committee are well aware tlıat the goaves of many coilieries are not 
equailv free from fire-damp with tlıose of Haswell ; but that, on the contrary, 
inflaminable gas eonstantly exists, in considerable quantities, in the goaves of some 
mines, wlıere the evolution of fire-danıp is ınuell greater than in Haswell. Your 

Committee 

• A careful comparison has been nındo of registered barometric observatiens, with the accidents 
which Ilave lıappened since tlıe year 1805. The re- ı lt is, that of 23 grent explosions during tho 
period in question, 12 have oecurred when the ınercury was <Atila stendy er rising, and 11 when it 
was falling. &yemi have happened when it was above 30 inches, and one only when it was beim 
29 inclıes ; but tlıe actual height is obviously of kas consequenen than the relativo one, as compared 
with that which innnediately preeeded the respeetive explosions. Tlıe resuIts just stated go to slıow, 
generally, that ventilation, of tlıc custonıary degree of etliciency, is a snfeguard againd the danger 
arising from Iluetuations of the barometer. 

•) .) •) ..+ 0 ,kıı  
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I'o this cause its <Iue inipoitance iiiust be allowed. No circinii.staiice, indeed, is 
better known than the iniluence of atinosj)heric })ressurc upon the condition of 
inine.s a.s reg:irds hre-danip and choke-damp ; and it may also be remarked, that 
the range of the barometer is sensibly greater in tleep mines than at the surface. 
This instrument ought, therefore, to b<* attended to. Avith a view to greater \igilance, 
and the adoption of increased measures of security, should such be reepaired, when 
the mercury lalls, and more particularly Avhen its depression is sudden. But it 
must also be recollected, that the danger thus pointed out is one of those which 
are provided against by an active ventilation, and that an agent is thus c<»nstantlv 
employed in preventing accumulation, by removing wliatever extra portirm of 
gaseous or infiammable product may enter the mine w hen the atmospheric pixsssure 
is diminished.'*^ 

The sudden issue of large quantities of lierv atmo.=;phere, by reason of heavy falls 
of stone taking place in the interior of goaves, constitutes, your Committee appre- 
hend, the principal source of danger in pillar-wrorking. Yet they eannot jierceive 
that the plan j>!x>posed by Messrs. Lyell and Faraday would remedy this evil. If 
the goaf end of the pipe were inserted to the height of four or five feet above the 
top cf the scan; (page 11), all the goaf space at a higher level than the summit of 
the pipe would remain uuoperated upon, and its gaseous contents woubi still be 
liable to dislodgenient, and issue from the cause assigned. Tims, the’dauger w Inch 
is chieilv to be dreaded would uot be <»bviuted by the adoption, if tliis were prac- 
ticable, of the apparatus recommendcxL 

It will not be out of place to notice here the result of an invesiigation into tlu^ 
state of the Haswell goaves since the expIosi<»n. In coit^equencc of report? arising, 
not unnaturally, out of the recent accident, that portions of the mine were in an 
unsafe condition, a close examination has lately been made, by a dep-utation of the 
pitmen of that colliery, into the state of its goaves, and of the Meadows goaf in 
particular, as regards fire-damp. Four days were emjdoyed in this scrutinv, an 
account of which is given in a report of the deputation, published in the local new.«- 
papexs, and signed George Wilson, George Sumn:erson, William Hall and Ralph 
Wheatman, hewers, employed at the coilien*. With a view to greater precision, 
your Committee applied to the parties just named, for a statement of the heights 
above the coal seam, at winch they had tested, with their safety lamps, the con- 
dition of the resi>ective goaves; and received from them an answer, which, along 
with the original report, is given in the Apjrendix, Nos. 1 and 2. 

It appears, from these documents, that no gas teas detected in any uf the Jbiir- 
iem goaves of the Haswell minCt even up to heights extending from fee to thirteen 

feel ^otc the top of the coal seam, at the highest edges of the several goaves. Your 
Committee entertain no doubt whatever of tlie accuracy of these observations. 
The ]>rescnce of an ixiliammablc atmosjdiere would, of course, Ijave shown itself, 
by filling tlie gauze cylinder of the lamp with flame; but, besides tlii.s obvious 
cflect, pitmen arc very well acquaintc«l with the a})pearance caused by diflereut 
mixtures of air and fire-damp upon flame, and c;ni thus judge of the presence of 
infiammable gas, in proportions much below those required for explosion. Be- 
•sidcs, a dejmtation from your Committee have been enabled to verify tlie .state- 
ments in question, by investigating the condition of the Hiiswoll goaves, and by 
bringingawuy portions of their gaseous contents for examination ; and in no ca.se 
did they find that an inflamiuablc mixture was cont;iincd in tlie receiver, which 
was brought from the goaves, in the manner alluded to. More espccialiv, air 
from tlie upper edge of the Meadows goaf, 13 feet above the top of the scam, 
showed no trace of fire-damp. MTicn the goaves were thus examined, the baro- 
meter was at 20.27 : according to an observation made a few iiiinutcs before the 
explosion of the 28th September last, it was then at 20.85. 

Your Committee arc well aware that the goaves of many coilierie.s are not 
equally free from fire-damp with tliosc of Haswell; hut that, on the contrary, 
inflammable gas constantly exists, in considerable quantities, in the goaves of some 
mines, where the evolution of fire-damp is niucli greater than m Haswell, Your 

Committee 

• A careful comparison has been matlo of registered barometric ob.sorvations, with tlic accidents 
which have happened since the year 1805. The rc*^ lit is, that of 23 great e.xplosions during tho 
period in question, 12 have occurred when the mercury was oilher steady or rising, and 11 when it 
was falling. Several have happened when it was above 30 inches, and one only wlien it was below 
2!) inches ; hut the actual liciglit is obviously of less oonscqucnce than the relative one, as compared 
with that which immediately preceded tlie respective explosions. The results just stated go to show, 
goncralb’, that ventilation, of the cu.sfomary degree of cfficichey, is a safeguard against the danger 
arising from fluolualions of the barometer. 
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Committee have, however, slıown, that tlıe actual state, of goaves is incompatible 
with that required for the eflicient working of tlıe apparatus suggested by Messrs. 
Lyell and Faraday; and, having also duly considered and explained tlıe extrenıe 
difficulties, expense, and almost, in their opinion, impracticability, of carrying into 
execution the plan recommended by those g,entlemen, together with the extrenıe 
uncertainty of its success, they regret exceedingly that they cannot recommend it 
fur adoption. 

Towards the conclusion of the Report <page 12), a lıope is expressed, that 
"some step ına.y be taken without ttelay, with a view to afford a better edu-
cation to the persons eng,aged in -working in collieries ;" and it is mentioned, 
that " at the late inquest. more than halt tlıe pitmen who gaVC evidence, some of 
them persons of great iııtelligence. and one master wasteman, vere unable to 
write, ur eren to sign their mulles as witnesses." The sellools of nıines and 
scientific establishments of France and Germany are also referred to, in tıroof of 
the careful maniler in which professional persons of difrerent grades are tlıere 
instructed in those branches of knowledge which am connected with the art of 
nıining, ; though the Cemmittee will take leave to remark, tlıat tlıey apprelıend 
the mining practice of those countries is in no re.pect superior to that of Great 
Britain. 

It is quite correct that the officers of ınines are, in tlıis distriet, chosen from 
amoni,r,st tlıe most intelligent and best informed of the pitmen themselves, eren up 
to a llirlt rank ; and this is a hoon of which that meritorious class of inen are 
well des.ervinz, and which your Committee believe they do not enjcy in foreizn 
coutıtries. It must, lıowever, be remembered, that the subordinate officers in 
question am not tlıe responsible managers of ınines. Their occupatiou is entireiy 
of a practical nature; and your Committee have found, from experience, that 
intelligent inen of this class, knowing that their pmspects in iife depend upon 
a.%iduous atteution to their duty, are the most to be depended upon for ear-
rving into fuli and perfect execution the orders of their superiors. 

Your Committee are duly impressed with the value of education to every elıcs 
of the community; and they believe that, at almost alI the collieries, schools are 
patrunised by the owners, and that increasing-, Iare is bestowed upon the educa-
tion of the workmen. They tlıerefore cordially reciprocate the opinion of 111e-rs.. 
Lvell and Faradav, tlıat every attention should be paid to tlıe improvement of the 
intellectual qualificationS of those to whorn any superintendence is entrusted, 

In tlıe cofıcluding paragraplı  of tlıe Report, it is said, tlıat " there are here no 
conflictine- interests to contend -with, for the proprietors are always anxious to 
prevent explosions and accidents, not onay by their feelings of humanity, but by a 
regard to the property they lıave at stake ; wlıile the viewers, underviewers and 
otlıer offieers arecontinually risking their own lives, and sharing every <langer with 
the men." 

With this statement, and more particularly with tlıe tone in whiclı  it is ex- 
pressed, your Conımittee, in common, they are sure, mith all otlıer members of 
the trade, entirelv concur. Mueh good, it is lıoped, may be done when tlıe atten-
tion of eminent inen is directed towards tlıe prevention of pit explosions. The 
trade is deeply indebted to Messrs. Lyell and Faraday, for the labour and con-
sideration they have bestowed towards tlıe attainment of this desirable end ; and 
your Committee trust, tlıat those gentlemen will not give up the investigation 
of a subject, in relation to which, when its intricate practical difficulties come 
to be fully appreciated by them. their eminent acquircments may prove higlıly 
beneficial. 

For tlıe Special Committee, 
George Johnson, Chairman. 

• This, it may be observed, is a ınisapprel ıension rıs relates to the case of tlıe master wasteman, 
wlıo is not only able to write his name, but is, in reality, a man of some general reading. The Com-
mittee may bere take occasion to remark, in reference to the nota :It page 12, that the variahle terıns 
applied to the deseription of strata, in different paris of the kingdom, have often proved ineonvenient 
and emharrassing, even to practicnl inen ; and it is therefore, extremely desirahle, as recommended in 
the. Report, tlıat some uniform mode of designation slıould be adopted. The loeal phraseology 
however, 	understood in the different distriets, and is often more signifıcant of the working qua- 
lities than of the mineralogietıl or geologieal elınroeter of the strata. it is evident that a nomenela-
ture, ıı nless adopted universally, would not be attencled with the advantlıgeous results antemplated. 
Your Committee, however, are of opinion, that every assistrınee and encouragement should be giyen 
lı v the mining interests of this distriet towards 'lir est:11,11,4ln~ of a general nomeneloture, deserip-
tive of ille ılifİvrelı t t+t rata of the. roul funl ı fitiotı . 

A P pENDıx. 
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Committee have, however, shown, that the actual state of goaves is incompatible 
with that required for the eflicient working of the appai-atus suggested by iMessrs. 
Lyell and Faraday; and, having also duly considered and explained the extreme 
difliculties, expense, and almost, in their opinion, impracticability, of carrying into 
execution the plan recommended by those gentlemen, together with the extreme 
uncertainty of its success, they regret exceedingly that they cannot recommend it 
for adoption. 

Towards the conclusion of the Report {page 12), a liopo is expressed, th;it 
“ some step may be taken without tielay, with a view to afford a better edu- 
cation to the persons engaged in working in collieriesand it is mentioned, 
that “ at the late inquest, more than half the pitmen who gtive evidence, some of 
them persons of great intelligence, and one master wasteman, were unable to 
write, or even to sign their names as witnesses.”* The schools of mine.s and 
scientific establishments of France and Germany are also referred to, in j>roof of 
the careful manner in which professional persons of different grades are tliere 
instructed in those brauches of knowledge which are connected with the art of 
liiiiuug: though the Committee will take leave to remark, that they apprehend 
the mining practice of those comitries is in no re.q>ect superior to that of Great 
Britain. 

It is quite correct that the officers of mines are, in this district, chosen from 
aiirougst the most intelligent and best informed of the pitmen themselves, even up 
to a high rank; ami this is a boon of which that meritorious class of men are 
well deserving, and which your Committee believe they do not enjey in foreign 
countries. It must, however, be remembered, that the subordinate officers in 
question are not the responsible managers of mines. Their occupation is entirely 
of a practical nature; and your Committee have found, from experience, that 
intelligent men of this class, knowing that their prospects in life depend upon 
assiduous attention to their duty, are the most to be dci)ended u|)on for car- 
rying into full and perfect execution the orders of their suj>criors. 

Your Committee are duly impressed with the value of education to every class 
of tlie community; and they believe that, at almost all the collieries, schools are 
patronised by the owners, and that incrc:ising care is bestowed upon the educa- 
tion of the workmen. They therefore cordially reciprocate the opinion of Messrs. 
Lyell and Famday, that every attention should be paid to the improvement of tlie 
intellectual qualifications of those to whom any superintendence is entrusted. 

In the coijcludiug paragraph of the Report, it is said, tliat “ there arc here no 
conflicting interests to contend with, for the proprietors arc always anxious to 
prevent explosions and accidents, not only by their feelings of humanity, but by a 
regard to tire property they have at stake; while the viewers, underviewers and 
other officers arecontimiall}' risking their o^vn lives, and sharing every danger with 
the men.” 

With this statement, and more particularly with the tone in which it is ex- 
pressed, your Committee, in common, they are sure, \ntli all otlier members of 
the trade, entirely concur. Much good, it is hoped, may be done when the atten- 
tion of eminent men is directed towards the prevention of pit explosions. The 
trade is deeply indebted to Alessrs. Lyell and Faraday, for the labour and con- 
sideration they have bestowed towards the attainment of this desirable end ; and 
your Committee tnist, that those gentlemen will not give up the inve.^itigation 
of a subject, in relation to which, wlicn its intricate practical difficulties come 
to be fully appreciated by them, their eminent acquirements may prove highly 
beneficial. 

For the Special Committee, 
Geoi'gc Johnson^ Chairman. 

• This, it be observed, is .1 niisnpprcbcnsion ns relates to the case of the master wasteman, 
wlio is not only able to write bis name, but is, in reality, a man of some general reading. The Com- 
mittee may here take occasion to remark, in reference to the noto at page 12, that the variable terms 
applied to the description of strata, in different parts of the kingdom, b.ave often proved inoonvenient 
and embarrassing, even to practical men ; and it is tbcrcforc extremely desirable, ns recommended in 
the Report, that some uniform mode of designation should be adopted. The local phraseology’ is, 
however, well understood in the different districts, and is often more significant of the working qua- 
lities than of the mincrnlogieal or geological character of the strata. It is evident that a nomencla- 
ture, unless adopted universally, w’ould not be attended with the advantageous results ccntcmplntcd. 
Your Commilleo, however, are of opinion, that every nssistaneo and cncourngoment should he given 
by tiie mining interests of this district towards ^he ostahli-ihuient of a general nomoneloture, descrip- 
tive of the different strata of tin* coal lontinlion. 

. APPENDIX. 
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ON THE EXPLOSION AT THE 11ASWELL COLLIER1ES. 

APPEND1X. 

No. 1. 

THE IlaswEı.ı. CQL1.1 Llt ACC 1 DEN 1. 

TO THE Eprron. OF THE DUKIIAM ClIRONICLE 

(From the Durham Chronicle (y.  Dec. -27, 1844.) 
Sir, 

will much oblige the workmen of Haswell Colliery ay inserting the following report 
in your :videly-ciıcula.ted Chronicle, which was read on the 24th iustant bv their deputation, 
and generally received. 

" Fellow-workmen, 
" We, your sek-et deputation, appointed on the ı tıth hıstant, to traael and examine all 

the waste and ohh warkings upon thıs colliery, in consequence of the unpleasant reports then 
circulating reganEng their condition, now beg to state how ıve have proceeded with each 
dav's examinatıon, and what is the result of our examination. 

-`-` First Day.--We carefully examined the working <roaves in the Engine Pit ; also the 
Old Northwav goaf, the First Northway goaf, and thet-Old Seuthway goaf in this pit, the 
latter having been reported to be lying- dezıd, that is, in an unventilated state. 

" Second-Day.—We c-drefully examınecl all tlıe 4.0aves and courses in tlıe Eif.ht-Board, 
Eleven-Board and Tnelve-Board Ways in the Little Pit; also tlıe farthe3t Northway courses, 
the Meadows Way goaf, the retunıs from the Brockley Whins Ways, and the courses in the 
Standage \Vay. 

" Third Day.—We carefullv examined all the goaves and courses of tire Old West \Vavs 
in the Little Pit ; also the goaf in the far West « av, helowfing to the Engine Pit. 

" Fourth Dav.—We carefully examined the district upon the Eighteen-fatlıom dvke in 
the Enine Pit; alsu the broken workings of the Iligh and Low Brockley Whins aci-.3Iea-
dows Ways. 

"Such is the way we proceeded each dav with our examination, and we now desire to 
state what is our opinion, and the result of the same. 

" First.—All the places that have been represented to you to be in a bad state are, upon 
our examination, ip the most perfect order, botlı  as regards good ventilation and good air-
courses. 

" Secoud.—We..ırınot help exprtsiıto- our great satisfaction and astonishment at the 
quantity and perfection of all tlıe air-ways in every district; also the great aınount of good 
air circulating in theın. 

" LastIy-_—We admit with greater satisfaction and astonishment, that during the whoIe 
of our examinations, both of the goaves and other districts, we have not detected the least 
indication of gus. 

"Such we solemnly declare to be the true state and condıtion of the pits : together with 
our opinion, that every care has evidently been taken, and no expense spared, to perfect the 
ventilation of the mine. 

" As ,sitness our lıands, 
George  Misal?, 

" Geoıge Summerson, 
" lf illiam Halt, 
" Ralph 1Vheatınan, 

liewers on tlıe said Collıery." 

No. 2. 

HASwEIL COLLIERY. 

13 Jannary 1845. 
NOTE, explanatory of tlıe Report of George Summerson, George Wilson, IZalnlı  Wheatman 

and William Hafi, wlıo examined tlıe Haswell Pit, with a vicw to its venti:ation and 
condition, as regards fire-damp, on the 20th, 2lst, 23d and 24th December last. 

" WE, the undersigned, Ilave to state, that in examining the High Brockley Mins goaf, 
we got to the height of 13 feet above the top of the scam ; that in the Low Brockley 
goaf we got to the height of eight fcet ; that at tlıe high edge of the Meadows goaf we got 
to the height of 13 feet above the top of the cam ; that in tlıe Twelve-Board Way goaf we 
got to the height of seven or eight feet ; that in the Eleyen-Board Way goaf we got to tlıe 
height of nine feet; that in the Eight-Board Way goaf we got to the height of eight fect, 
and that in the West Way goaf we got to the height of 12 feet. 

"The foregoing: comprise all the goaves of the Lı ttle Pit. 
232» 	 ı ' 2 	 "lig 
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ON TllK EXPLOSION AT THE HASWELL COLLIEIUES. lo 

APPEN 1)1 X. 

iS'o. 1. 

Tnii HASWKLL CUL1.1U.UV AotlUENT. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE DURHAM CHRONICLE 

{From the Durhum Chronicle Dec. 27, lS-14.) 
Sir, 

You will much oblige the workmen of Husweil Ojllicry by inserting the following leport 
in your widely-ciiculated Chronicle, which was read on the 24th instant by tlieir deputation, 
and generally received. 

“ Fellow-workmen, 
We, your select deputation, apjiointed on tlie 11‘th instant, to traxci and examine all 

the waste and old workings upon this colliery, in consequence of tlie unpleasant riep<»rts then 
circulating regarding their condition, now beg to state how we have pnjceeded witli each 
day’s examination, and what is the result of our examination. 

** First Day.—We carefully examined tiie working goaves in tlie Engine Pit; also the 
Old Northway goaf, the First Northwuy goaf, and the Old Southway goaf in ibis pit, tlie 
latter having been reported to be lying dead, that is, in an unventilated state. 

“ Second Day.—We carefully examined all the goaves and courses in die Eight-Board, 
Eleven-Board and Twelve-Board Ways in the Little Pit; also the farthest Northway courses, 
the Meadows Way goaf, the returns from tlie Brockley Whins Ways, and the courses in the 
Standage Way. 

“ Third Day-—We carefully cjcamined all the goaves and courses of the Old West Wavs 
in the Little Pit; also die goaf in the far West \\ ay, belonging to die Engine Piu 

“ Fourth Day.—We carefully examined the district upon the Eighteen-fathom dvke in 
the Engine Pit: also the broken workinss of the lli«rh and Low Biocklev Whins and' Mea- 
dows A^’ays- 

*‘Snch is the way we proceeded each day with our c.vaniination, and wc now desire to 
state what is our opinion, and the result of the same. 

“ Krst.—All the places dial have been represented to you to be in a bad state are, upon 
our examination, in the most perfect order, bodi as regards good ventilation and good air- 
courses. 

“ Second.—^We cannot help exprtssing our great satL-faction and a.stonishment at the 
quantity and perfection of all the air-ways in every district; also die great amount of good 
air circulating in them. 

“ Lastly.—Wc admit with greater satisfaction and astonishment, diat during die whole 
of our examinations, both of the goaves and other districts, we have not detected the least 
indication of gas. 

“ Such we solemnly declare to be the true state and condition of the pits : together with 
our opinion, that every care has evidently been taken, and no expense spared, to perfect the 
ventilation of the mine. 

“ A.s \vitness our hand.<, 
“ George Wilson, 
“ George Svm/nersnn, 
“ JVilliam Hall, 
“ Ralph Wheatman, 
Hewers on the said Colliery.” 

No. 2. 

HASWEI.L CoLLiEnv. 

13 January 1845. 
NOTE, cxplanatoiy of the Report of George Sumiiier.soii, George Wilson, Ralph Wheatman 

and William Hall, who examined the Ilaswcll Pit, with a view to its ventilation and 
condition, as regards fire-damp, on the 20tli, 21st, 23d and 24tli December last. 

WE, the undersigned, have to state, that in examining the High Brockley Whins goaf, 
we got to the height of 13 feet above the top of the scam ; that in the Low Brockley Whins 
goaf wc got to the height of eight feet; that at the high edge of the Meadows goaf we got 
to the height of 13 feet above the top of the seam ; that in the Twelve-Board Way goaf we 
got to the lieight of seven or eiglit feet; that in the Eleven-Board Way goaf wc got to the 
height of nine feet; that in the Eiglit-I3oard Way goaf wc got to the height of eight feel, 
and that in the West Way goaf wc got to the height of 12 feet. 

“The foregoing coiiiprisc all the goaves of the Little Pil. 
2;32. ' r 
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" In the Engine Pit we got up to tlıe height of six feet in the Midland Fiat goaf; in tlıe 
North East goaf we got up to the height of live feet; in the Old North Way goaf we got 
up to tlıe height of seven feet ; in tlıe first North West goaf we got up to the height of 
eight feet; in the OId South Way goaf we got up to tlıe height of 10.4 feet ; iu the South 
West Way goaf we got up to the height of seven and a half feet, and in the High West goaf 
we got up to the height of seven feet. 

" All the above heights are to be understood as being above the top of the seam, and at 
the rise extrenıity of cadı  goaf. 

" And s‘e deelare, aceording-  to tire statement made in our report,and herein now repeated, 
that we did not find, in any of the cases mentioned, the least trace of fire-daınp. 

" George Summerson. 
" Ralph Wheatman. 
" George Wilson. 

William Hall." 

COPY OF THE REPLY OF MESSRS. LYELL AND FARADAY. 

Sir, 	 London, 27 Marclı  1845. 
IN reply to your inquiry, whetlıer we had any observations to °Ter to Sir James 

Graham, respecting a Report by the Coal Trade Committee, which you were so 
good as to send us, and wlıich contained considerations and remarks upon our 
joint Report upon tlıe Hasıı  ell acı-1(1dd, we may observe tlıat, with respect to any 
thing which is a ınatter of opinion, we lıave notlıing- furtlıer to say, except that 
we are not aware of any  part which we desire to change; but with respect to the 
proposition made for the ventilation of tlıe goaf, a few words may be desimble. 

On furtlıer consideration of the plan proposed, one of ııs sent a letter to the 
Editor of the Philosoplıical Mag-azine (who had pızblislıed tlıe first Report), eon-
taining certaizı  result.s of trials and sinıplifications of arrzıngement, tending„ as we 
thouglıt, to facilitate the praetical application of the plan ; of whidt letter we beg 
leave lıere to introduce a copy 

" Ta Richard Taylor, Esq. 

- Sir, 
" Yol; have lıonoured the Report. by AIr. Lyell and myself with a place in the 

Plıilosophical Magazine, p.16, and this induces me to send for insertion, also, 
certain considerations whiclı  have occurred to me since the Report wa,s written, 
and also, sonıe practical results which were brought generallv before our nıem-
bers Vere, at tlıe last Friday evening meeting. I need lızirdly say, that the 
Report proposes to draw away the lower d&ialcontents of the goaf by an iron pipe 
laid down in one or otlıer of the ways of tlıe ziline, and eitlıer entering into the 
return-way, or having a fanner or bellows, or otlıer blowing apparatus iyot' it. 
The points I wish to speak to now are, first, tlıe drauglıt ; and next, the indim,  
and place of the pipe. 

" By experiments which I have made with a sinan furnace flue, and pipes of six 
indıes diarneter and less, I am quite satisfied that suclı  a draught as that of the 
return at the Haswell mine would be sufficient to effect that wlı iclı  ıve propos',  in the 
Report, without the use of any extra blowing or withdrawing apparatus ; so that 
tlı e plan is so far relieved from tlıe neeessity of keeping a man or boy working at 

a maclı ine. 
" With regard to the pipo, I tlıink that, instead of layina it down in the floor of 

tlıe mine, it had lıetter be huni; tip or sustained upon props in the open space of 
tlıat way or passage which may be clıosen for its direction. If the!' any derange-
ment of position occur, it can easily be remedied. I have lıad pipes of six inches 
in diameter, made both of air-proof cloth and common sheet-iron ; the former 
were kept open by whalebone rings run round thenı  at equal distances of two feet, 
and answered in my trials exceedingly veli. Square trunks, also, made by nailing 
four boards together witlı  copper or iron iıails, are easily available as tubes. Such 
tubes, it ınay be said, when placed as proposed in the air, would easily be deranged 
by falls. No doubt a fall might destroy a part of the tube, but if it did, there 
would be no great difficulty in restoring it ; and furtlıer, if a judicions selection 
were made for tlıe direction of tlıe tube, there appcars no reason wlıy tlıe roof 
over it carmot be as well and securely propped up as the roof of the mothergate, 
the volley-way or any other important port. 

" 

f• 
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“ In tlie Engine Pit we got up to the height of six feet in the Midland Flat goaf; in the 
North East goaf we got up to the heiglit of live feet; in the Old North Way goaf we got 
up to the height of seven feet; in the first North West goaf we got up to tlie height of 
eight feet; in the Old South Way goaf we got up to the lieight of lOi feet; in the South 
\^st Way goaf we got up to the height of seven and a Imlf feet, and in the High AFest goaf 
we got up to the lieight of seven feet. 

“ All the above heights are to be understood as being above the top of the seam, and at 
the rise extremity of each goaf. 

“ And we declare, according to the statement made in our report,and herein now repeated, 
that we did not find, in any of the cases mentioned, the least trace of fire-damp. 

“ George Summerson. 
“ Ralph Wheatman. 
“ Geo'^ge Wilson, 
“ William Ualir 

COPY OF THE REPLY OF MESSRS. LYELL AND FARADAY. 

Sir, London, 27 March 1845. 
IN rejdy to your inquiry, "vvlietlier we had any observations to oiler to Sir James 

Graham, respecting a Report by the Coal Trade Committee, which you were so 
good as to send us, and which contained considerations and remarks upon our 
joint Report upon the Haswcll accident, we may ohserve that, with respect to any 
thing which is a matter of opinion, we have nothing further to say, except that 
we are not aware of any part which we desire to change; but with res|X‘ct to the 
]>roj>osition made for the ventilation of tlie goaf, a few words may be desirable. 

On further consideration of the plan proposed, one of us sent a letter to the 
Editor of the Philosophical Magazine (who had published tlie first Report), con- 
taining certain results of trials and simplificirtions of arrangement, tending, as we 
thought, to facilitate the practical application of the plan; of which letter we beg 
leave here to introduce a copy:— 

“ To Richard Taylor, Esq. 

Sir, 
‘‘ You have honoured the Report by Mr. Lycll and myself with a place in the 

Philosophiciil Magazine, p. 10, and this induces me to send for insertion, also, 
certain considemtions which have occurred to me .«;incc the Report was written, 
and also, some practical results which were brought generally before our mem- 
bers here, at the la.st Friday evening meeting. I need hardly say, that the 
Report ])roposes to draw away the lower aerial contents of the goaf by an inm pipe 
laid down in one or other of the ways of the mine, and either entering into tlie 
return-way, or having a fanner or bellows, or other blowing apparatus upon it. 
The points I wish to speak to now arc, first, the draught; and next, the nature 
and ])lace of the pipe. 

“ By experiments wliich I have made with a small furnace flue, and pipes of six 
inches diameter and less, I am quite satisfied that such a draught as that of the 
return at the Haswcll mine would be sufiiciont to effect that which AVC propo.si* in the 
Report, without the use of any extra hlouing or withdrawing apparatus; so that 
the fdan is so far relieved from the necessity of keeping a man or boy working at 
such a machine. 

“ With regard to the pipe, I think that, instead of laying it down in the floor of 
the mine, it had better be hung up or sustained upon props in the open .s[>aee of 
that way or passage which may be chosen for its direction. If then any derange- 
ment of position occur, it can easily be remedied. I have had jiipcs of six inches 
in diameter, made both of air-proof cloth and common sheet-iron; the former 
were kept open by whalebone rings run round them at equal distances of two feet, 
and answered in my trials exceedingly well. Square trunks, also, made l>y nailing 
four boards together with copper or iron nails, arc easily available as tubes. Such 
tubes, it may be said, when placed as proposed in tlie air, would easily bo deranged 
by falls. No doubt a fall might destroy a part of the tube, but if it did, there 
would be no great difficulty in restoring it; and further, if a judicious selection 
were made for the direction of the tube, tlicrc appears no reason why the roof 
over it cannot be as Avell and securely ])rop})od up as the roof of tlu' inotliergate, 
the volley-way or any other important part. 

“ Finally, 
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ON THE EXPLOSION AT THE 11ASWELL COM EitiES. 21 

" Finally, it is not necescary, on the principle proposed, tlıat the goaf end of the 
tube should always be at the very extremity of the goaf towards tlıe rise, but only 
that it should be tlıree er more feet above its upper edge, so that:a jud or tWO 
Inay sometimes be drawn in advance, before the goaf end of the pipe need be re-
adjusted. Apparently there can be no diffieulty in selecting the place of the goaf 
end of the pipe, so that there shall be no intelferenee with the general plan upon 
which the coal itself is worked. 

" I am, &e. 
" Roval Institution, 	 (signed) 	" M. Fül aday." 
" 20January 18-15." 

This letter, publislıed on the Ist of February, would have been sent to the Coal 
Trade Ceınınittee, had we been aware ef tile existenee of that Committee, and it 
ınight, we venture to believe, have had some ilıfluence on their Report. The fair 
spirit manifested in that Report assures us that the trade are really anxious to 
know of and apply any means of doing good which appear to filen practical ; 
and we, on our part, think stili, tlıat the principle of our proposition points to a 
practical result. Any- further rernarks, therefore, that we feel called on to make 
will not be direeted to the Report generally, but to the proposed ınetlıod of ven-
tilating the goaf. 

With regard to expense, tilis does not seem very serious when wooden trunks 
are thought of as air channels, instead of iron pipes. Titus, in reference to the 
Ilaswell mine, where tlıe accident oecurred, the distance, un the oflicial plan of 
the works sent in with tlıe former Report, from the nearest part of the return- 
way to the highest point of tlıe goaf at which the accident is helieved to 	e hap- 
pened, is 1243 vards; or from the saate poirıt of the return-way to Willianıson's 
Jud, tlıc very iılaee of tlıe accident, 238 yards ; therefore, a wooden trunk made of 
boards, nailed tııgetiler, aml 126' er 238 vards in leng,th, would reach from the 
return-way to these places, and we suppose-that, with all the labour of fixing, &e., 
the longest could not tost more than 75/. If men could go from eight to 13 
feet upwards into the goaves, as mentioned in the Coal Trade Report, there 
does not appear to be ınuch difficulty in elevating the end of suda a pipe in the 
ula/iner we ventured to propose, and the effect could not be otlıerwise than that 
on which we reekoned, a strong draught out of that part of tlıe goaf into the pipe 
and return-way. 

The Ccal Tnıde Report &-tys, that therc are 14 goaves in the Haswell mine. We 
had unly under eonsideration the goaves of tlıe 1.ittle Pit, in which the accident 
occurred, and it will be seen by the plan already referred to, and attached to our 
Report, that these are four in number, and the impres_sion was conveved to our 
ıninds, at the time and since, by tlıearrows placed in various direetions over them, 
to slıow the eourse of tile ventilating air, that there Nı  as a comparatively free 
air-way from one part to the other of each goaf. If such be the case, we should 
propose, in accordance with the principle before explained, to bave one wooden 
trunk extending from the nearest point of tlıe return-way to the farthest, er Low 
Brockley Wlıins goaf, passing in its vay near tlıe upper edges of the other goaves, 
and lıaving-  branches proceeding from it to cadı  of these goaves respectively. 
This, by tlıe plan, -would perlıııps require 540 yards of tlıe wooden trunking 
(costing about 130 /.), and that would be the whole apparatus neeessary. for the 
Little Pit. 

The Coal Trade Report states, that goaves are often divided into portions not 
connected with each other, aml that all parts are not accessible. We 

cannot, therefore, doubt that such is tlıe case. Yet, if goaves be dangerous, and 
if, according to our late proposition, tlıe expense in many cases would be but 
ınoderate, there seems no reason to come at once to the conclusion, that because 
evory part is not accessible, none should be protected against aceidents. 

In making tlıese remarks, we stili wish tlıem only to be viewcd as suggestions 
made to practical men for their judgment and trial, and we hope that they will 
look favourably upon, and in some convenient locality try the power of tlıe prin-
ciple by which only its econonıy, cffect and applieability to practice can be 
decided. It is a truth well known to every experimental investigator of nature, 
by tlıe tendency of his own mind in the creation and collection of facts, that tlıe 
success or failure of suclı  a proposition as that ınade in our Report, often depends 
upon the animus with which it is earried into practice. Our first announeement 
was, if literally followed, very probably impracticable ; but it was more the ex- 
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“ Finally, it is not necessary, on the principle ])ioposccl, that the goaf oml of tho 
tube should always l)o at the very extremity of the goaf towards the rise, but only 
that it should be three or more feet above its upper edge, so that;a jud or two 
may sometimes bo drawn in advance, before the goaf end of the pipe need be re- 
adjusted. Apparently there can be no difficulty in selecting the place of the goaf 
end of the j)ipe, so that there shall be no interference with the genenil plan upon 
which the coal itself is worked. 

“ I am, &c. 
“ Royal Institution, (signed) M. Fuiaday." 
“ 20 January 1845 ” 

This letter, published on the 1st of February, would have been sent to the Coal 
Tiade Committee, had we been aware of the existence of that Committee, and it 
might, we venture to believe, have had some influence <»n their Report. The fair 
spirit manifested in that Report assures us that the trade are really anxious to 
know of and apply any means of doing good which ajipear to them practical; 
and we, on our })art, think still, that the principle of our proposition points to a 
practic-al result. Any further remarks, therefore, that we feel called on to make 
will not he directed to the Rejiort generally, but to the proposed method of ven- 
tilatin'; the ffoaf. 

With reg:ird to expense, this does not seem very serious when wooueii truulcs 
arc thought of as air channels, instead of irtm pipes. Thus, in reference to the 
Ilaswell mine, where the accident occurred, the distance, on the oflicial plan of 
the works sent in with the former Report, from the nearest part of the return- 
way to the highest jioint of the goaf at which the accident is believed to have hap- 
pene<l, is 12U yards; or from the same point of the return-way to Williamson's 
Jml, the very jdaee of the accident, 236 yards; therefore, a Mooden trunk made of 
boards, nailed together, and 12G or 238 yards in length, vvould reach from the 
return-way to these place-s, and we suppose that, witli all the labour of fixing, &c., 
the longest could not cost more than 75/. If men could go from eight to 13 
feet upwards into the goaves, as mentioned in the Coal 'fradc Report, there 
docs not apjiear to be much difficulty in elevating the end of such a pipe in the 
manner we ventured to j»roposc, and the effect could not be otherwise than that 
on which we reckoned, a strong draught out of that part of the goaf into the j)ipc 
and retuni-way. 

The Ccal Trade Report says, that there arc 14 goaves in the Haswell mine. We 
had only under consideration tlic goaves of the Little Pit, in wliich the accident 
occurred, and it will be seen by the plan already referred to, and attached to our 
Report, that these arc four in number, and the impression was conveyed to our 
minds, at the time and since, by the arrows placed in various directions over them, 
to show the course of the ventilating air, tb.at tliere was a eomparativtdy free 
air-way from one part to the other of each goaf. If such be the case, we sliould 
propose, in accordance with the princijde before explained, to have one wooden 
trunk extending from the nearest point of tlie return-way to the fc.rtliest, or Low 
Brockley Wliins goaf, passing in its way near the upper edges oftlie other goaves, 
and having branches proceeding from it to cacli of these goaves respectively. 
Tliis, by the jilan, would jierhaps require 540* yards of the wooden tnmking 
(costing about 130*/.), and that would be the whole apparatus necessary,for the 
Little Pit. 

Tho Coal Trade Report states, that goaves arc often divided into jiortions not 
a’erially connected with each other, and that all parts are not accessible. We 
cannot, therefore, doubt tliat such is tlie case. Yet, if goaves be dangerous, and 
if, according to our late projiosition, the expense in many cases would be but 
moderate, there seems no reason to come at once to the conclusion, that because 
every part is not accessible, none should be protected against accidents. 

In making these remarks, we still wisli them only to be viewed as suggestions 
made to practical men for their judgment and trial, and we hope that they will 
look favourably upon, and in some convenient locality try tlie power of the prin- 
ciple by which only its economy, effect and applicability to practice can be 
decided. It is a truth well known to every experimental investigator of nature, 
by the tendency of his own mind in the creation and collection of facts, rhat the 
success or failure of such a proposition as that made in our Rejiort, often depends 
upon the animus with which it is carried into practice. Our first announcement 
was, if literally followed, very probably iminacticalile j but it was more the ex- 
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pression of a principle than a practice, and was the natural precursor of simpler 
views as respects detail; which again, we expect, would become stili more simpli-
fied if finally carried into effect. 

At p. 17, of the Coal Trade Report, the Committee express an opinion that 
the atmosphere above the goaf end of the pipe would be left unaffeeted by it, and 
that, therefore, dislodgement of gas from a fail within the goaf would stili take 
place. It will be as well, therefore, to state, that fire-damp iu a goaf vault is not 
exactly comparable to water in a pond, there beiug this great dilrerence, that the 
gas continually tends to mingle with the air beneath, by a propertr peculiar to 
gases and vapours (expre%-ed by the term " difihsion 1, and so would, uuder such 
circumstanc, be brought down to the level of the exit pipe. On the same 
property depends, in 3. great measure, the circumstance that a goaf which contains 
fire-damp one day, man be found perfectly free from it on subsequent days, that 
being the coudition Irili& the Haswell goaı- themselves were in at the time of a 
more recent careful examination 17). 

The sok object of our ıisit to the-Haswell mine and inquest (we being closely 
limited bv our time and duties at home), was to inquire int‘) the cause of the 
accident there, and to 	if we could, some means of preventinu- the recur- 
rence of similar events. That accident, from alt the information tlien obtained, 
appetred to be due to mi explosion originating at a goaf, and there was evidence 
tending to show that a secoud goaf had a%-isted in increasing the tire. To the 
means of obvi:ding such mischie£ our Report was directed. Now it would appear, 
that goazes in ~eri are not so dangerou and that out of 11 great expl%-ions 
that have occur;e' d in 14 years, exclusive of the Haswell accident, the goares had no 
connexion -with the orkin of the accident in at least 10 of the cases (p. 16). The 
considation of these and other circumstances, such as the use of naked candles 
and gımpowder in the whole, where the gas is said most to abound, sıc.~ the 
expedıency of s body of evidence being collected together and put on record, 
~tim.: the al.sualti -  in mini with descriplive partieulars of the Fart of the 
nine ırbere the' have occurred, the state of the worlincrs and of the ventilation. 
The pnblication of a detailed and accurate account of 311 such facts might afford 
the scientific public phibeophical data for arrivi g at -cafe and tc,fi21 conclusions, 
and the evidence thns obtahred would be free from *II suspicion of having been 
bia,...-Qed bv rartial 'Views and local inters, and that excitement which cannot 
but occur on the occasion of any veri serious catastrophe. 

Certain incidental observations in different parti 9f the Coal Trade Report, as 
at pp. 14, 15, &c_, and the system now in coarse of adoption, of making the goaf 
central, and working the whole all round and nearly up to it, induce as to put 
forth the expression of a thought relative to ventilation generaliy, which has been 
in our minds from the beginnimr..--it is, that alt the air which passes througb the 
Enine should pa.%C.rough the gli-af, L e. that the goaf should be the lı r.  innin«s of 
the return-way. the retum.way not being, as now, on the level and at the de of 
the workings, but over them end the goafs. This Mea seemed at first 4;lit ob-
jectionable, from the assumed breaking down of strata into goaf, and we now put 
it forth, not with any degree of confidence, but as a ~tim ; for we have not 
had opportunity sufficiently to consider it in relation to the circumstances of the 
mine and the strata above. 

With rL9)ect to the mistake into which we are said to have fallen as to the 
inability of a master wasteman to write, we can only say, that we rested on the 
certified evidence taken by the coroner at the inquest, in which the mark of the 
person, and not his signature, is used. 

We have, &e- 

S. M. Phillipps, Esq., 	 (signed) 	M. Faraday. 
Sce. &e. &c. 	 Charks 

    

ti 
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pression of a principle than a practice, and M'as tlie natural precursor of simpler 
views as respects detail; which again, we expect, would become still more simpli- 
fied if finally ciirrie<l into effect. 

At p, 17, of the Coal Trade Report, the Committee express an opinion that 
the atmosphere above the goaf end of the pipe would be left unaffected by it, and 
that, therefore, dislodgement of gas jfrom a fall within the goaf w'ould still take 
place. It will be as well, therefore, to state, that fire-damp iu a goaf vault is not 
exactly comparable to Avater in a pond, there being this great difference, that the 
gas continual}' tends to mingle with the air beneath, by a property peculiar to 
gases and vapours (expressed by the term “diffusion "*), and so would, under such 
circumstances, be brought down to the level of the exit pipe. On the same 
property depends, in a great measure, the circumstance that a goaf which contains 
fire-damp one day, may be found perfecth* free from it on subsequent day^ that 
being tbe condition which the Haswell goaves themselves were in at the time of a 
more recent careful examination (p.. 17). 

The sole object of our visit to the Haswrell mine and inquest (we hmng closely 
limited by our time and duties at home), was to inquire into tbe cause of the 
accident there, ami to suggest, if we could, some means of preventing the recur- 
rence of smilar events. That accident, ftom ail the information then obtained, 
appeared to be due to an explosion originating at a goa^ and there was evidence 
tending to ^ow that a second goaf bad assisted in increasing the fire. To the 
means of obviating such mischief our RcjH>rt was directed. Now it would apjiear, 
that goaves in genera! are not so dangerous, and that out of 11 great explosions 
that have occurred in 14 years, exduave of the Haswdi accident, the goaves Lad no 
ctmsenon with the <»igin oi the aeddent in at least 10 of the cases (p. IC^. The 
cfmsderation of these and other cireamstancesw such as the use of li^ed candies 
and gunpowder in the whole, where tbe gas is said most to abound, suggest the 
expediency of a body of evidence bdng collected together and put on record, 
respecting the casualties in mines^ with descriptive particulars the part of the 
mine where they have occuned, the state d" the woriangs and of the ventilation. 
The publication of a detailed and accurate account of all such facts might afford 
the sdentific public philosophical data for airivf:^ at safe and rzseful condorions, 
and the eridence thus obtahied would be ftee ftom all so^icion of liaving been 
biassed by partial views and local interests^ and that excitement which cannot 
but occur on the occasion of any very serious catastrophe. 

Certain inddental observations in different parts ^f the Coal Trade Report as 
at pp. 14,15, &C., and the svstmn now in course of adoption, of making the goaf 
cmit^ and working the whole all round and nearly up to it, induce us to put 
forth the expses^oa a thought relative to ventilatioa generally, which has been 
in our minds from the beginning,—it is;, that all the air which passes throng the 
mine should passtI*rough the goaf f. c. that the goafs should be the b^nnings of 
the return-way, the return way not being, as now, <KI the level and at the ade of 
the workings, but over them and the goafr. This idea seemed at first right ob- 
jectionable, from the assumed breaking down of strata into goaf and wc now put 
it forth, not with any degree of confidence but as a suggestion; for wc have not 
had opportunity sufficiently to conrider it in relation to tbe circumstances of tlie 
mine and the strata above. 

With respect to the mistake into which we are srid to have frdlcn as to the 
inability of a master wasteman to write, wc can only say, that wc rested on the 
certified evidence taken by the coroner at the inquest, in which the mark of the 
person, and not his signature, is used. 

We hav(^ &c. 

S. M. Phillipps, Esq., (signed) JIf. Faraday. 
&c, &c. &c. Charles Lydln 
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Cıııııınittea appointed to tako into consideıntion 
illa ould Report of Meınırs. LYRI.r. and VA IIADAY 
and Covv of the 1UP:ile of Messrs. Lıtzu. and 
VA ıt A DA Y tkeroto. 

(litr. Manners Sıatott.) 

.11.6~111.11111Np11~1.1W 	 

Ordered, by Tloı  lionso of Cononnos, to lıt Printed, 

ı  8 April ı  84.5. 

[Price ı  s. 3d.] 
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HA8WBI.L ':;OhUEIUi;s. 

COPV of the UKI'OUT of Motsm. LvRLt and 
FAKADAY to the Secreinry of Stulo for iho Home 
l)o|inrtinciit, on tlio kubjcct of tho KXPI.OSION at 
tlio HAHWKi.h CoM.iKiUKS in September luiit; 
iiliii|Coi’Y of the ItupouT addressed to the UKITF.D 

CoMMiTTKRof tlio COAL TRAimby the Special 
Coimuitleu appointed to take into consideiation 
tho said Krport of Messrs^ LYUU. and FAUADAY; 

and COPY of tho RKPI.Y of Messrs. LYBLL and 
FAHAUAY thorohi. 

(ilfr. Manners Sntton.) 

bji Til* Ilmiie of Coimnnin, lo hi Prfnttif, 
18 /Ipril 1845. 

IP vice Ifi. 3f/.] 

Utukr 8 oz* 


